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Welcome to the fifth of our on-line 
editions of London Drinker.  Let 

me immediately reaffirm our intention 
to return to paper editions as soon as 
we can but, sadly, that time now seems 
to be further away than ever.   
  I had been hoping to make this 
edition a touch more cheerful than its 
recent predecessors but that soon went 
by the board.  Originally my subject 
here was going to be London’s move 
into Tier 2 but this was overtaken by a 
bigger event – the second national 
lockdown.  It’s not my place to go into 
the whys and wherefores of the 
Government’s handling of the COVID 
crisis and I am sure that you are all 
more than capable of forming your own 
opinions.  We can only hope, on all 
fronts, that the extended measures are 
effective.  The regulations for the 
second lockdown are time limited and 
will expire on 3 December.  They 
cannot just be extended without going 
before Parliament.  Let us hope that 
what follows at the end of the second 
lockdown does not need to be as 
restrictive as the previous Tier 2, let 
alone Tier 3.  In particular, please let us 
not see a return to either the 10pm 
curfew or the table service requirement 
because, as reported elsewhere, 
neither measure made any sense, nor 
was any justification ever offered.  
Furthermore, I hope that the measures 
imposed in Wales when their ‘firebreak’ 
ended are not used as a template. 

I won’t go into detail here (there 
are 26 clauses) but they are probably 
as restrictive as the previous English 
Tier 3.   
  Not everything is quite the same as 
it was for the original lockdown, 
although, once again, a lot of pints of 
beer have gone down the drain, either 
literally or figuratively; some 7.5 million 
of them according to the Daily 
Telegraph.  One significant difference, 
originally, was the prohibition of 
takeaway beer sales from pubs.  The 
Prime Minister was quite certain that 
this was necessary when he spoke to 
the House of Commons on Monday 2 
November.  Given that supermarkets 
were not subjected to any controls and 
that most pubs had licences for off-
sales, this was clearly grossly unfair.  I 
would not claim that it was just us but I 
think that CAMRA can pat itself on the 
back for its part in the campaign to 
reverse that decision, not least for the 
speed and efficiency of our getting 
members to lobby their MPs.  
  That said, it would be wrong not to 
acknowledge what I suspect was 
behind the Government’s thinking.  
During the first lockdown, some pubs, 
and at least one brewery, were selling 
beer in open pint glasses which were 
then consumed in nearby public 
spaces.  Many instances of anti-social 
behaviour followed and, on at least one 
occasion, the police had to close a 
public park.  Given that the 
Government had shown their thinking, 
you would have hoped that people 
would have taken the warning but no.  
Over the weekend of 7/8 November 
there were reports of beer being sold 
by the open pint and being consumed 
in the street.  It was only a very small 
minority, which it always is, but it was 
enough to reflect badly on us all.  All 
involved must learn from this.  If there 
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is a further lockdown (and let us hope that there isn’t) it may 
not be so easy to change the Government’s mind.   
  Many pubs are closing permanently.  It is difficult not to 
believe that the COVID crisis is being used as cover for some 
calculated asset stripping.  Consequently, I’m sure that we 
will all be thinking of the very many people in the hospitality 
industry who are having to deal with redundancy or a 
reduction in their wages, especially at what should be the 
festive season.  Although the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
extended the furlough arrangements until 31 March after the 
second lockdown was introduced, in many cases the 
redundancy process was already complete or underway. 
  This situation brought to mind an article that Pete Brown, 
the prominent beer writer, contributed to the Morning 
Advertiser back in February.  This was written in response to 
the Government’s proposals for immigration post-Brexit but 
it now takes on a different aspect.  Jobs in the hospitality 
industry, chiefly bar staff and waiters, were to be classed as 
‘unskilled labour’.  Mr Brown thought this to be ‘profoundly 
insulting’ and I share that view.  While we all know that some 
bar staff are better than others, this is his point, “We notice 
these failures because, common as they might be, they are 
less than we expect from a competent member of bar staff.  

We expect a decent bar person to be able to pour a drink 
well into the correct glass, to do this with a variety of different 
drinks while serving a round, to take money and give the 
correct change (or use the card machine properly) and to do 
all this with a basic level of eye contact, personal 
acknowledgement and friendly demeanour.  If that sounds 
like a lot to expect, you’re right; this is not an unskilled job.”  
Does the same attitude pervade the Government’s attitude 
to pubs? 
  Please note that, throughout this edition, whenever I say 
‘pubs’, I am also including restaurants where appropriate. 
Tony Hedger
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CAMRA news and events
PIG’S EAR BEER FESTIVAL 

Any hope of having a Pig’s Ear Beer Festival this year 
ended when London was moved into Tier 2 of the 

COVID restrictions and the second national lockdown has 
simply confirmed it.  Our commiserations go to organiser 
Alan Perryman and his crew who had put a lot of effort into 
the project.  It is particularly disappointing because CAMRA 
nationally had hoped to use the event as a trial with a view 
to holding other festivals around the country.  Alan did 
however say, “We have everything ready to go and will be 
reviewing the situation constantly to see if we can bring you 
a festival earlier next year.  In the meantime we urge you to 
support your local pubs and breweries in any way you can.” 
 

NORTH LONDON CIDER PUB OF THE YEAR 

On 15 October CAMRA’s North London Branch presented 
its Cider Pub of the Year award for 2020 to the Brave Sir 

Robin, a small corner pub in Stroud Green.  Branch chairman, 
Colin Coyne explained, “The award is determined by 
CAMRA members voting for a shortlist of pubs selling real 
cider in north London.  The Brave Sir Robin has gone from 
strength to strength since it was taken on by brothers Theo 
and Ben Caudell and Chris Hurd, who co-founded Carouse, 
their small pub company.  The trio have a track record of 
running great community pubs; they also have the Rose & 
Crown in Kentish Town.” 
  The building only became a pub in 1983, having 
previously been a post office and a grocers.  It was an early 
part of the Marler’s chain which morphed into the JD 
Wetherspoon organisation.  They gave it up in the late 1980s 
and Colin comments, “The pub has changed hands so many 
times, it would be great for the community if this pub had 
some stability and continued to be successful.  We hope that 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Colin (second left) (with some help) presents the award 
to shift manager Archie Oxenbould 

this award is the start of many.  Due to the COVID social 
distancing rules, which naturally has impacted on numbers, 
the pub has had to adjust what it is selling so the current 
cider range is reduced.  But we feel that in these difficult 
times for pubs, we want to give all support we can.  Just 
three years ago, this pub had been closed for a year and was 
occupied by squatters. So this award is given in recognition 
of what the owners have done and what we are sure they will 
do again in the future.” 
  The full address of the Brave Sir Robin is 29 Crouch Hill, 
Stroud Green, N4 4AP and I’m sure that some of you will 
have recognised that the name comes from the film Monty 
Python and the Holy Grail. 

This edition is dedicated to the memory 

of my good friend of 40 years,  

Geoff Hobbs (1951 to 2020),  

who, among many other accomplishments, 

loved his beer, pubs and darts. 

Tony Hedger
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NORTH LONDON CHRISTMAS SOCIAL 

North London Branch, somewhat presciently, decided in 
advance of the second lockdown to have their Christmas 

social online.  It will be at 6pm on Tuesday 22 December and 
will take the form of a beer and 
cheese tasting, led by master 
trainer and beer judge, Christine 
Cryne.  It will last for about two 
hours and will feature four 
cheeses, matched with five 
beers.  
  All are welcome to join in, 
members and non-members 
alike.  To make it even more fun, 
there will be a prize for the best 
Christmas jumper on the night!  
There is no charge to take part; 
you just supply your own cheese 
and beer.  If however you can 
afford it, please consider making a donation to CAMRA to 
help them continue to provide the platform to host these 
events.  For more details, and to book your place, go to 
https://tinyurl.com/nlondonXmas. 
 

BEHIND THE MASKS 

Some CAMRA business has continued as usual.  David 
Morgan of Kingston & Leatherhead Branch delivered 

a copy of the Good Beer Guide to the Wych Elm in 
Kingston.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  As you will note, proper procedures were in place when 
David (left) handed the guide to Michael Pearson, the 
landlord.  The pub itself, a Fuller’s tied house, is in the GBG 
(page 276).  The full address is 93 Elm Road KT2 6HT.  With 
thanks to Gill Morgan for the photo. 
 

LOCKDOWN HEROES 

Kingston & Leatherhead branch have also awarded their 
Lockdown Hero awards to those pubs and breweries 

which they consider to have worked tirelessly over recent 
months to be a real force for good in their local communities.  
The awards have been sent to the winners but the branch is 
looking forward to being able to celebrate in person over a 
pint very soon.  The winners were: the Willoughby Arms, the 
Park Brewery, Brightwater Brewery’s Platform 3 taproom and 
the Big Smoke Brew Co. 
 

BREW2YOU 

Although (hopefully) the second lockdown will only have 
a week to run by the time that you read this, readers 

might like to note that CAMRA’s Brew2You ‘app’, 
www.brew2you.co.uk, is still available for you to order 
beer, cider and perry for home delivery from a number of 
brewers.  If there are any brewers who didn’t sign up the first 
time around, you can still get involved.  Go to 
https://brew2you.co.uk/become-a-partner. 
 

CAMRA PODCASTS 

Don’t forget that a new episode is released every week on 
Apple Podcast and Spotify or you can tune in via 

CAMRA’s  Acast channel https://shows.acast.com/pubspints 
people/episodes.  You can also follow them on Twitter 
@PubsPintsPeople. 
 

ZYTHOS BEER FESTIVAL 

We are not alone.  Our colleagues in the European Beer 
Consumers Union are also having their problems.  The 

Zythos Beer Festival in Leuven, a celebration of Belgian 
artisanal beer which I know is popular with many CAMRA 
members, has now been postponed until April 2022.  The 
organisers were particularly concerned that visitors from 
abroad would not be able to attend. 
Compiled by Tony Hedger

Advertising in London Drinker 

For obvious reasons, we cannot currently produce a printed version of London Drinker.  At present, we expect the 
February/March edition to be available on-line only as well.  If you would like to advertise in the on-line edition, please contact 

John Galpin, our Advertisements Manager, as below.   

We will return to producing the printed version as soon as we can.  Our advertising rates will then stay as follows:  
full page colour £345; full page black and white £275;  

half page colour £210;  half page black and white £155;  
quarter page colour £115 and quarter page black and white £90.   

Call John Galpin on 020 3287 2966; Mobile 07508 036835.   
Email: johngalpinmedia@gmail.com or Twitter@LDads. 

London Drinker is published bi-monthly.  The February/March edition will be available on-line from 27 January. 

If you wish to contact the editorial team, please use Ldnews.hedger@gmail.com rather than the address above.



CAMRA Greater London Region – branch websites 

If you want to check on the areas covered by the branches shown below, please go to 
www.london.camra.org.uk/viewnode.php?id=20208. 

London Region:                                  
  www. london.camra.org.uk 
London Pubs Group:                           
  www.londonpubsgroup.camra.org.uk 
Cider and Perry Campaigning: 
  www.camra.org.uk/cider 
Young Members’ Group: 
  http://groups.google.com/ group/london-camra-ym 
Bexley: 
  www.bexley.camra.org.uk 
Bromley: 
  www.bromley.camra.org.uk 
Croydon & Sutton: 
  www.croydon.camra.org.uk 
East London & City: 
  www.pigsear.org.uk 
Enfield & Barnet: 
  www.enfieldandbarnet.camra.org.uk 

Kingston & Leatherhead: 
  https://kandl.camra.org.uk/  
North London:  
  www.northlondon.camra.org.uk 
Richmond & Hounslow:  
  www.rhcamra.org.uk 
South East London:  
  https://sel.camra.org.uk 
South West Essex:  
  swessex.camra.org.uk 
South West London: 
  https://swl.camra.org.uk 
Watford & District:  
  www.watford.camra.org.uk 
West London:  
  www.westlondon.camra.org.uk 
West Middlesex:  
  www.westmiddx-camra.org.uk

CAMRA news and events
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COVID – the second lockdown and beyond

Hopefully, as you read this, the end of the second 
lockdown will be in sight.  I did not think it worth listing 

the lockdown provisions at this stage but the following points 
are, I hope, of interest. 
  Once the second lockdown ends we will presumably 
return to some sort of tier system.  Unusually for me, I will 
resist the temptation to make any tiers/tears puns.  It has got 
beyond that.  Let us hope that the COVID laws and 
guidelines for pubs, which have arguably been the most 
complicated of them all, are properly clarified.  On 21 
October two senior police officers each told a Parliamentary 
committee that they did not know what restrictions were in 
place for which area because they all differed so much and, 
while some were the law, others were still guidelines.  The 
next day, on BBC Radio 4’s Today Programme, a Government 
minister said that people didn’t need to know them all, just 
the ones where they lived, and that they could be found on 
a Government website.  I think that this was the one that he 
was referring to: https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus.  What was 
on this website did however differ from what was eventually 
included in the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) 
(England) (No. 4) Regulations 2020 but hopefully it will now 
have been updated.  It is the regulations that have legal 
effect, not the website. 
 

SAVE OUR PUBS 

CAMRA is looking to the future with this campaign.  
National Chairman, Nik Antona, said, “The second 

lockdown is a devastating blow for an industry that is already 
on its knees.  Pubs across the country have already invested 
thousands to reopen COVID-safe environments despite 
facing seriously reduced incomes.  We need a clear route 
map out of lockdown which is based on evidence, otherwise 
we will see many pubs and breweries close their doors 
forever.” 
  CAMRA is asking its members to lobby their MPs to urge 
them to show support for the nation’s pubs and brewers.  For 
obvious reasons, this is chiefly being conducted by e-mail.  
This is what we are asking for: 
• Announce the rules and regulations that pubs and clubs 

will be subject to when reopening on 3rd December well 
in advance; 

• Recognise the wellbeing benefits of socialising in a local 
pub, especially for isolated or vulnerable people; 

• Allow wet-led pubs to continue to trade, with necessary 
financial support, whatever restrictions apply; 

• Review the damaging and counter-productive 10pm 
curfew; 

• Ensure strong enforcement when rules are broken. 
  Longer term, we would also like to see: 
• The continuation of the furlough scheme for as long as 

restrictions are in place which reduce trade and 
consumer confidence; 

• A more sustainable round of grants for businesses to 
meet fixed costs whilst they are affected by restrictions; 

• Compensation for breweries for unsold beer and 
returned stock; 

• Extending the business rates holiday into 2021/22; 
• Action on rents charged to tenants by pub owning 

businesses;

• The introduction of a lower rate of duty on draught beer, 
to help local pubs compete with cheap supermarket 
alcohol. 

 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak, had already 
announced that the Job Support Scheme would replace 

the existing furlough arrangements from 1 November when 
he was overtaken by events and had to reinstate the furlough 
scheme, first to the end of the second lockdown and then to 
31 March.  The second extension came too late however to 
stop a number of redundancies that were already in process.  
Some companies chose not to return to the furlough scheme 
and opted to make staff redundant anyway.   
  One issue with Tier 2 was that although pubs could open, 
the regulations in force severely restricted their ability to 
trade.  To help with this, Mr Sunak had also announced that 
cash grants of up to £2,100 per month would be available 
to what he described as ‘open but struggling’ businesses in 
the hospitality sector.  Moreover, the grants would have been 
backdated to August.  As before, the grants were to be 
administered by local authorities from funds provided by the 
Government.   
 

OFF SALES AND TAKEAWAYS 

I have covered the initially totally unsatisfactory restriction 
on pubs selling takeaway alcohol in the introduction, 

although I did not point out an anomaly.  Takeaways of food 
and non-alcoholic drink do not need to be pre-ordered and 
can be collected from inside the pub whereas those for 
alcohol must be pre-ordered and the customer cannot enter 
the pub.  I can only presume that the Government believes 
that if customers get into the pub they won’t leave.  I also 
found it odd that the regulations included ‘post’ in the 
methods for placing orders, along with telephone, website, 
text and e-mail.  One pub in north London simplified the 
procedure by installing a ‘phone by the door for customers 
to use to place their orders.  The regulations do not specify 
how far away you have to be to place an order or how long 
you need to wait to collect it, just so long as it is pre-ordered.  
Overall, I think our pubs are to be admired for the way that 
they managed to organise a return to takeaways in just a few 
days. 
  Earlier this year, pubs and restaurants, irrespective of what 
their licence and planning status allow, were given a general 
dispensation to sell takeaway food and alcohol.  This was 
due to expire on 23 March next year.  It has however now 
been extended to 2022.  The Communities Secretary, Robert 
Jenrick, said that the purpose was to ‘give the hospitality 
sector long-term reassurance’ and that his department will 
‘look into whether this one-size-fits-all approach should 
become the norm’.  There was another concession made for 
wet led pubs, as reported below. 
  I ought to clarify the situation as regards breweries.  Under 
the regulations for the second lockdown, (see above), 
breweries were listed in ‘Part 3 – Businesses permitted 
to remain open’ as ‘34. Off licences and licensed shops 
selling alcohol (including breweries)’.  The pre-ordering 
requirements do not therefore apply to them, although most 
prefer on-line orders for convenience and it is easier to 
deliver large quantities.  The down side is that they are not 
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entitled to any of the financial assistance available to 
hospitality businesses.   
 

TIER 3 

There were a couple of odd points about Tier 3 which are 
worth recording for posterity.   

  Pubs were allowed to stay open but only if they served 
‘substantial’ meals, and alcoholic drinks could only be served 
with a meal and you were not allowed to stay drinking once 
you have finished your meal.  There was initial confusion as 
to what constituted ‘substantial’, although it was clear from 
the start that it wasn’t a plate of pork scratchings.  Would a 
pasty count?  One government minister said that it would, 
so long as it was served with chips - or a salad.  His attempt 
to promote healthy eating was greeted with a certain amount 
of derision.  There were also reports of pubs offering meals 
at ridiculously low prices in order to attract custom. 
  Initially, this arrangement clearly put wet led pubs at a 
disadvantage, but the Government then made an 
unexpected concession.  Pubs that did not normally serve 
food were given permission to buy in meals from catering 
companies.  Furthermore, the catering company was allowed 
to operate a takeaway service from the pub.  The only 
restriction was that the pub had to take the orders and 
payments for both food and drink and settle up with the 
caterer separately.  That said, the rules about households 
mixing indoors and outdoors still applied, as did the 10pm 
curfew, so pubs were still severely disadvantaged.   
  Another significant development came about when 
Nottinghamshire was moved into Tier 3 on 30 October and 
was, I believe, unique to them.  Following an initiative from 
the local police, sales of alcohol by off licences were 
prohibited after 9pm.  The aim was to stop people leaving 
pubs at 10pm, stocking up with booze and continuing 
drinking in illegal groups at home.  Given the ‘substantial 
meal’ rule however, there must be a risk that people will 
simply buy their drinks before 9pm and drink at home, 
missing out the pub altogether. 
  Finally, a curious situation arose with working men’s and 
similar social clubs in the north west of England.  Initially, 
despite being located in a Tier 3 zone, they were allowed to 
stay open and serve alcohol without food.  The argument 
was that the COVID rules did not apply to private members’ 
clubs because the drinks were not, as such, being sold.  As 
the club belongs to its members, they are mutual owners of 
its assets, which includes its stock of drinks.  All members are 
doing by purchasing drinks is putting back into club funds 
what they are taking out in kind.  Mindful perhaps of 
hundreds of people queuing up to join clubs and the 
consequent overcrowding, the Department of Health and 
Social Care immediately amended the legislation.  In 
fairness, it seems only right that clubs should have to abide 
by the same rules as pubs but it does also mean that, as with 
pubs, their continued existence is at risk.  The substantial 
meal rule also applied to clubs.  Clubs, incidentally, operate 
on club premises certificates rather than licences.  This 
means that they do not need to have a designated 
premises supervisor and, because the premises are private, 
the police and licensing officers have only limited rights of 
entry.

WESTMINSTER CONFUSION 

I’m not singling out Westminster City Council here because, 
on the whole, they have been very positive.  These events 

however indicate just how confusing the current situation can 
be.  Having pioneered the free use of streets and pavements 
for additional outdoor seating, the Council then decided 
that, as from 1 November, they would charge venues £7 per 
square metre per day for street space occupied.  For a five 
metre space this would amount to around £1,000 per month.  
It took just a few days for the Council to decide that by using 
additional funding announced by the Government around 
the same time, they could cover the costs after 
all, so the plans to charge were dropped.  Furthermore, 
heaters and umbrellas would be permitted over the winter 
months. 
 

POLICE POWERS 

In October there was a report in the Daily Mail that, 
following London’s move into Tier 2, one of the 

Metropolitan Police’s borough licensing teams had written 
to pubs in their area saying, ‘Premises should take steps to 
satisfy themselves that the group (maximum six people) is 
only from one household or part of a support bubble.  This 
could include requesting photographic identification with 
names and addresses’.  Emma McClarkin, the Chief 
Executive of the British Beer & Pub Association, commented, 
“Expecting pubs to demand all customers produce 
photographic identification with names and addresses would 
be fundamentally inappropriate and completely 
unacceptable.”  The College of Policing then said there was 
nothing in coronavirus guidance to suggest pubs should 
request ID.  Eventually a spokesman for the Metropolitan 
Police said that the letter was just intended to be 
advice and, “It was well-intentioned and we hope that it is 
taken in that way.  Our primary aim is to help keep all 
Londoners safe and ensure that, through engagement and 
explanation, the relevant COVID legislation is adhered to.’  
The exercise has not been repeated in any other parts of 
London. 
 

NICE GESTURE 

Hanlon’s Brewery, once of Clerkenwell but now well 
established in Devon, have come up with a novel way of 

helping their friends in the trade at this difficult time.  Under 
their ‘Love Your Local’ scheme, customers buying beer on 
their website can nominate their local pub to ‘have one for 
yourself’ and Hanlon’s will donate 10% of the cost of the 
customer’s order straight to the pub itself. 
Compiled by Tony Hedger 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Are you a CAMRA member?  

If not, why not join?   

See page 38 for details.



I should firstly make it clear that the following is my personal 
view of the situation and, in this instance, I am not stating 

CAMRA policy, either local or national. 
  So, to recap, why are pubs so important to beer drinkers, 
as chiefly represented by the Campaign for Real Ale?  While 
I would not wish to disparage bottled beers, which many of 
us had to rely on during both lockdowns and are so much 
better now than they were even ten years ago, cask 
conditioned beer is essentially a bulk product and is 
therefore at its best when served in a pub with a well 
managed cellar and a good turnover.  There are also a large 
number of us who value pubs for their architectural merit 
and their unique place in our nation’s social and economic 
history.   
  In early October I noticed a post on Facebook which 
claimed that it was Government policy to close down all 
pubs permanently.  I doubt that very much but, all the same, 
I think that those of us who truly value the British pub are 
entitled to question certain aspects of the Government’s 
approach.  What we are actually facing, in my opinion, is the 
re-emergence of the demonising of alcohol.  The 
presumption appears to be that everyone who visits a pub 
must, by definition, end up drunk and out of control.  
Obviously it happens, but by no means anywhere near to the 
extent that is being assumed; indeed, quite the opposite.  A 
well run pub – which is the vast majority of them – is a 
controlled drinking environment.  Going to the pub is a 
social event.  That is why many people, and not just 
CAMRA, believe that pubs make a significant contribution 
to both sensible drinking and our mental health and 
wellbeing.  During the current lockdown it is certainly the 
company of my friends that I am missing more than the 
beer.  
  Pubs have always been part of my life.  My parents and 
wider family used them and so, in due course, did I (although 
perhaps earlier than legally I should have).  I have no 
recollection of there being regular excessive drinking. 
This is how I learned to respect alcohol.  I repeat: a well run 
pub is a safe and controlled environment in which to 
drink.   
  I fully acknowledge that an addiction to alcohol can 
destroy lives and it is not my intention to belittle that aspect 
of the problem; likewise with addiction to drugs and 
gambling.  I also respect those whose religion forbids the 
consumption of alcohol and those who abstain for health 
reasons, although I am puzzled by the number of young 
people who won’t touch alcohol but regularly smoke 
cannabis. 
  The problem, as I see it, is that the people currently setting 
the rules for pubs are not pub-goers (except for the 
occasional photo call) and they have no knowledge or 
appreciation of the culture involved.  I suspect that, as a 
consequence, they look down on pubs.  I also suspect that 
the anti-alcohol lobby has a stronger voice among the 
‘powers that be’ than do those who support pubs.  Apart 
from a few idiots, who are now belatedly being dealt with, 
pubs have cooperated fully with every restriction that the 
Government has put on them.  This includes spending £900 
million on COVID precautions, yet still they are treated with 
suspicion based on ignorance. 
  By way of evidence, let me quote from an article in the 

Daily Telegraph of Friday 9 October.  This reported that, in a 
meeting with a junior health minister and medical experts on 
8 October, 149 MPs representing constituencies in locked 
down areas (see below) were shown a Cabinet Office ‘early 
analysis’ paper which was intended to explain the 
Government’s 10pm curfew policy for pubs and restaurants.  
This paper was, the article claimed, based on a survey carried 
out in the United States three months earlier and showed 
that 29.8% of COVID transmissions came from pubs and 
restaurants and just 2.6% from private homes.  More recent 
data from the Test and Trace Service however put the figures 
at 5.5% and 75.3% respectively.  Communities Secretary 
Robert Jenrick, who was doing the daily interviews round at 
the time, said that it was ‘commonsensical’ that the longer 
people spent in pubs, the more likely they were to transmit 
the virus.  An unnamed Tory MP was quoted as saying, “It 
was very clear that they had cobbled together this data as a 
retrospective attempt to justify closing pubs.”   
  Similarly, responding to a statement that Health Secretary 
Matt Hancock made to the House of Commons, CAMRA’s 
Chief Executive, Tom Stainer, said, “The Health Secretary’s 
statement was billed as being about the 10pm curfew for 
pubs and hospitality, but we heard next to nothing about the 
evidence behind this decision which is crippling the beer and 
pubs industry.  Without seeing the evidence about the 
curfew and about transmissions in pubs, the sector feels that 
it is being unfairly targeted without explanation, evidence or 
any financial help to compensate.”  To add to this I will query 
the equally nonsensical requirement for table service, which 
actually increased the health risk for bar staff. 
  When the second lockdown ends controls will almost 
certainly still be applied.  My worry is that these controls will 
quietly be left in place when (if) the COVID pandemic finally 
eases because pubs, especially wet led pubs, are seen as a 
‘health issue’ in need of permanent control.  If going to the 
pub, except for a ‘substantial’ meal, is going to be made 
challenging, people just won’t go.  That will then play into 
the hands of the big pub companies and the property 
developers.  Furthermore, it will not achieve what the 
‘powers that be’ intend.  The consumption of alcohol will 
continue, only at home or in unlicensed venues instead of 
the controlled environment of the pub.  I suspect that the 
rate of consumption will increase as well, with spirits taking 
over from beer. 
  This is what I fear we will need to be campaigning for 
before long: our right to drink sensibly and comfortably, in 
the company of our friends.  
Tony Hedger 
Note: as at 21 October, according to the Morning 
Advertiser, 16,436 pubs, some 43.7% of those in England 
were under either Tier Two or Tier Three restrictions, with 
many of those in Tier Three being closed. 
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A complete collection of all 
42 years’ issues of London Drinker 
is available here on our website: 

www.london.camra.org.uk, 
scalable to read in larger print  



Pub news

Help us stay up to date: this is a difficult time for assembling 
news about pubs and so any information that readers can 
provide will be gratefully received.  The best way for you to 
pass on any information is through CAMRA’s WhatPub 
system.  Please see the following page for details.  We 
would, in particular, appreciate any information about pubs 
that have been included in the 2021 Good Beer Guide. 
 
Asset of Community Value registrations: CAMRA’s Pub and 
Clubs Campaigns Committee have suggested an alternative 
way of securing the above.  It will however apply mostly to 
the outskirts beyond the Greater London boundary, as there 
is only one parish council inside the boundary, Queen’s Park 
in the City of Westminster.  Parish councils (PC) have an 
absolute right to nominate properties for ACV listing, and so 
the arguments that we have often encountered as regards 
eligibility to nominate will not apply.  Most PCs will also be 
aware of what is involved because they may well have sought 
registration for their own community and village halls.  Given 
that it is also a volunteer body, the PC might however 
appreciate a helping hand with the paperwork.  Your first 
contact will be the parish clerk.  Although planning law has 
moved on since ACVs were introduced, they are still a 
‘material consideration’ in planning decisions, are sometimes 
mentioned in local plans and, of course, they enable the 
‘community right to bid’, so vital for establishing community 
ownership. 
 
Albert, Primrose Hill: just to confirm that the pub did reopen 
on 30 October.  The honours were performed by broadcaster 
Andrew Marr, who told the local paper, the Ham & High, 
“The most important thing now is every pub has a unique 
selling point, and the Albert pub has that.  It’s just different.  
It’s not a big pub, it doesn’t have Sky Sports on the TV all the 
time, or doesn’t have thumping music.  It’s for people who 
like to go to the pub.”  Sadly, it was only open for seven days 
before lockdown. 
 
Audley, Mayfair: as previously reported, this splendid Grade 
II-listed late Victorian pub is currently closed for 
refurbishment.  The freehold is owned by the Grosvenor 
Estate and was leased to Greene King, who had plans to turn 
it into a hotel.  A new lease has however been granted to 
Artfarm, the hospitality company owned by the prominent 
Swiss art dealers Iwan and Manuela Wirth.  They already own 
venues in Somerset and Scotland.  The new plans include a 
restaurant and the reinstatement of features that were lost 
when the building suffered bomb damage in World War Two.  
The reopening is scheduled for the autumn of 2022.  In case 
any of you have spotted the similarity, with its red brick and 
pink terracotta facings, the Audley was the work of Thomas 
Verity, who also designed the pavilion at Lord’s cricket 
ground.  
 
Black Friar, Blackfriars: owners Nicholson’s (Mitchell & 
Butlers) have applied to the City of London for planning 
permission for ‘repairs to the structure, interior and external 
facades and roof’.  It is good to see that, in these difficult 
times, this historic pub is being looked after.  One curious 
point was that the planning notice called it the Blackfriars 
Tavern. 

Bull & Gate, Kentish Town: this is one of those pubs which 
have a flat roofed area at the front at first floor level.  Owners 
Young’s want to turn the roof area into a dining terrace but, 
according to a report in the Camden New Journal, Camden 
Council have refused permission.  They say that it would 
affect the appearance of the Grade II-listed building, built in 
the ‘gin palace’ style and once famous as a music venue.  
Local opinion is mixed, with CAMRA’s North London branch 
being in favour.  Young’s have indicated that they will appeal.  
Even though the terrace is unlikely to have been operational 
in time to help in the immediate situation, approval would 
have been encouraging in these difficult times for the pub 
trade. 
 
Cock & Bull, Sutton: this pub closed on 4 November and it 
is understood that the owners, Fullers, were not intending to 
reopen it once the second lockdown ends.  The premises are 
an impressive conversion from a bank and were refurbished 
as recently as 2017.  It is expected that the premises will be 
sold but it is not known if this will be as a going concern as 
a pub. The pub is in the Good Beer Guide 2021 (page 277). 
 
Corner Pin, Tottenham: this pub, on the High Road, was 
closed ten years ago to enable it to be used as Tottenham 
Hotspur’s ticket office while their new stadium was being 
built.  It was built as a public house in 1871 and was originally 
called the Park Tavern.  The club have now applied for 
planning permission to return it to its original use.  They are 
doing this in conjunction with Beavertown Brewery who have 
the concession to supply beer at the stadium.  The plans 
propose ‘minimal external alteration’ and the reinstatement 
of the beer garden.  The upper two floors were previously in 
residential use but, under the new plans, they will be available 
for entertainment, private hire and, very topically, a daytime 
‘place to work’.  I wonder if it will revert to its original name 
or will be named in honour of one of the club’s heroes. 
 
Craft Beer Co, Islington:  it has emerged that CBC have 
given up this outlet, which is a shame because it was one of 
North London Branch’s Good Beer Guide entries.  It is 
understood that the freehold owner has refused to grant the 
company a lease that was long enough to justify the cost of 
the works to the site which CBC believe are required.  The 
future of the pub is now uncertain but North London Branch 
will be keeping an eye on it. 
 
Porcupine, Mottingham: I suppose that, in other 
circumstances, their tenacity would be admirable.  The 
supermarket chain, Lidl, having been rebuffed last year, have 
had another application to replace the pub with a 
supermarket refused by Bromley Council.  It is assumed that 
Lidl will appeal.  The saga is now in its seventh year and, 
although it is an Asset of Community Value, the building is 
thought to be in a poor state.  It is possible that an 
alternative scheme involving housing and a smaller pub will 
be the outcome.  With thanks to Norman Warner of CAMRA’s 
Bromley Branch for the information.  Norman also suggests 
that any replacement pub could be called the Porcupette.  
 
Spoons under the Water, Whitehall: as previously 
mentioned, McMullen’s have now taken over what was 
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formerly Wetherspoon’s Lord Moon of the Mall.  They are 
carrying out an extensive refurbishment, with a view to the 
pub reopening in April 2021.  In the meantime, McMullen’s 
have set up a ‘pop up’ bar just selling keg beer, including 
some from their Rivertown range.  The temporary name is a 
bit cheeky… 
 
Station House, Grove Park: the local news website 
chiswickw4.com reports that an application has been made 
to Hounslow Council to reduce the size of the pub in order 
to build five flats.  The proposal is to use part of the ground 
floor, add a new extension on one side and create a 
basement.  The pub’s floor space will be almost halved and 
there would be no accommodation for staff on the premises.  
It is understood that the pub’s manager and family currently 
live on site.  It would also put an end to live music at the pub.  
It is understood that the Council are unhappy at the potential 
loss of a community asset given that the area is being 
improved.  Negotiations are taking place. 
 
Anchor Inn, High Offley: not a London pub but I know that 
many readers are narrow boat enthusiasts and will know this 
unspoilt gem by bridge 42 of the Shropshire Union canal.  At 

the end of September, CAMRA’s Pub Heritage Bulletin 
reported that the Anchor had closed for the foreseeable 
future.  It was due to re-open in August but, following long 
time landlady Olive Carr suffering a back injury, the pub 
remains closed.  There were also concerns about social 
distancing.  We join the Pub Heritage Group in wishing Olive 
a full and speedy recovery. 
 
TV favourite: a games company, Liberty Games, recently 
conducted a survey to find the nation’s favourite on-screen 
pub.  The winner, with 17.25% of the vote, was the Nag’s 
Head in Peckham from Only Fools and Horses.  As it 
happens, there is a pub called the Nags Head in Peckham 
Rye (231 Rye Lane SE15 4TP).  The only other London pub 
mentioned was the Slaughtered Lamb from the film An 
American Werewolf in London.  There is a pub in London of 
that name in Clerkenwell (34-35 Great Sutton Street EC1V 
0DX).  The pub opened in 2004 while the film dates from 
1981.  Strangely, the ‘London’ pub that probably most 
people know, the Queen Victoria in Albert Square, didn’t get 
a mention. 
Compiled by Tony Hedger

Normally, London Drinker is distributed by CAMRA volunteers to some 1,200 pubs and clubs in and around Greater London and is 
supplied direct to all of their outlets in the area by J D Wetherspoons.  This will be resumed as soon as possible.  A link to the on-line 
version is e-mailed to all CAMRA members in Greater London for whom we have e-mail addresses.  If you know of a CAMRA member 

who has not received the e-mail but would like to, they need to change the settings on their membership record.   
They need to sign in, go to ‘My Membership/edit membership details’ and opt into receiving electronic communications.  

Alternatively, they can call the CAMRA Office on 01727 867201.
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SMALL BREWERIES’ RELIEF SCHEME CAMPAIGN 

The campaign against the Government’s proposed 
changes continues.  The petition is half way to 

securing a debate in Parliament.  It is open until  
10 February 2021 and can be found here 
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/334066. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  An adjournment debate on the SBR proposals was called 
by Liz Saville-Roberts, the MP for Dwyfor Meirionnydd, and 
this was held on 9 November.  This was not linked to the 
petition but, although adjournment debates have a limited 
scope, it helped to keep the subject ‘live’, which is useful 
because the petition debate might not come until the New 
Year.  The Society of Independent Brewers (SIBA) asked their 
members to contact their MPs to encourage them to attend.   
  Given that it was held late on a November Monday night, 
a creditable 15 MPs spoke in the 45 minute debate.  They 
came from all parties and parts of the UK and all of them 
mentioned breweries in their constituencies of which they 
were proud.   Elliot Colburn (Carshalton and Wallington) 
praised both Anspach & Hobday and Signal Brewery but this 
was London’s only mention.  Craig Mackinlay (South Thanet) 
said, “I think we would all salute the great work of CAMRA—
the Campaign for Real Ale—and other organisations that 
have promoted this huge variety of very local, very 
flavoursome, fantastic ales that we would not otherwise have 
had.”   
  No-one spoke in favour of the proposed changes.  The 
response came from Kemi Badenoch, the Exchequer 
Secretary to the Treasury, who commented, to quote from 
Hansard, “The layperson may therefore wonder: if the relief 
is seemingly so effective, why are the Government reviewing 
it?  The answer is simple: because the industry asked us to.  
As hon. Members may be aware, small breweries relief is not 
uniformly popular in the brewing sector.”  She went on to 
say that the problems that were mentioned, “will be 
addressed in the technical consultation.  We must remember 
that this measure is not coming in until 2022, so there will be 
time.  We will publish more information about the evidence 
that we have received as part of our upcoming consultation, 
which will be towards the end of the year.”  The last word 
must go to Nigel Evans, the Deputy Speaker, who said, “If it 
were not for COVID, I know exactly where most of us would 
be heading now.  I hope that the good news that came from 
Pfizer today will give us cause for a lot of celebrations when 
the pubs reopen throughout the whole of the United 
Kingdom.”  Hear Hear! 
  If you would like to read the full coverage, go to Hansard 
Online - Parliament – (Volume 683) https://hansard. 
parliament.uk/commons/2020-11-09/debates/F1EDB851-
91FC-4F38-917A-A6E382D4D9CD/SmallBreweriesRelief. 
 

LATE NIGHT LEVY 

I have mentioned the current situation regarding the Late 
Night Levy before, but now it is becoming farcical.  

Camden Council have invoiced for the charge, despite pubs 

having had to close two hours before the levy should apply.  
The council’s view is that the legislation is still in force, so 
that they have no option but to charge.  The Home Office 
advice is that local authorities should exercise their 
judgement.  The council responded that local authorities do 
not have the legal powers to suspend or vary the LNL and 
the correct procedure would be for the Government to give 
them those powers and not just leave them to charge the 
LNL but not collect it, especially as the 10pm curfew was 
Government policy.  UKHospitality, the British Beer & Pub 
Association and the British Institute of Innkeeping have all 
written to the Crime and Policing Minister, Kit Malthouse, 
demanding that he give local authorities the necessary 
powers.  They are also seeking refunds for payments already 
made which cover any period when a business subject to the 
LNL was closed or unable to operate as a late night business. 
 

ALCOHOL TAXATION 

As I have mentioned before, from 1 January 2021, the UK 
will have complete control of how it taxes alcohol.  A 

review has been in the offing for some time and now the 
Treasury and HM Revenue & Customs have launched their 
public consultation.  CAMRA sees this as an opportunity to 
protect pubs, not least in terms of competition with 
supermarkets.  In particular, CAMRA wants to see a lower 
rate of duty charged on draught beer.  This has not 
previously been possible under European Union rules.  Nik 
Antona, CAMRA’s National Chairman, explained, “Targeted 
action to reduce the price of a pint specifically for pub-goers 
would give community pubs a fighting chance to stay open, 
alive and thriving in the months and years ahead.  The UK 
has one of the highest rates beer duty in Europe.  As a result, 
publicans have been faced for many years with the 
unfortunate choice of either raising prices or closing their 
doors.  This has only been exacerbated by the COVID-19 
crisis, which has further eroded dwindling profit margins.  A 
preferential rate of duty on draught beer would be a real 
step towards supporting and encouraging drinking in the 
supervised, community setting of the local pub.  It would 
also create and sustain local jobs and level the playing field 
between pubs and cheap supermarket alcohol – helping our 
locals at a time when they need it most.” 
  It is also now open to the Government to change the rules 
for VAT.  In July the rate of VAT for ‘food and non-alcoholic 
beverages sold for on-premises consumption, for example, 
in restaurants, cafes and pubs’ was reduced to 5%.  This was 
originally due to end on 12 January but has since been 
extended to 31 March.  A number of trade bodies are 
lobbying for this to be made permanent, again, to ‘level the 
playing field’ with supermarkets.  
 

BUSINESS RATES 

There have been problems with business rates charged on 
pubs for some time.  The Government set up a review in 

July with consultation closing on 31 October 2020.  COVID 
has brought the situation to a head.  Back in February there 
was concern that the process of appealing to the Valuation 
Office against a rateable value assessment under the ‘Check, 
Challenge, Appeal’ system took a minimum of 18 months 
and appeals have trebled this year as reductions are sought 
because of the effects of COVID on trade.  At present, 



business rates on retail, hospitality and leisure businesses 
(including pubs) have been waived for the year 2020/2021 
but the Government plans for them to become payable 
again from 1 April, based on 2019/2020 valuations.  There 
have been calls for this ‘holiday’ to continue for 2021/2022, 
coming from the likes of CAMRA, the Mayor of London and 
the British Beer & Pub Association (BBPA), so as to avoid 
pubs being presented with bills that could be the final straw.  
In submitting their evidence, the BBPA’s chief executive, 
Emma McClarkin, said, “A fair and sustainable business rates 
system is critical to support our sector both now and into a 
strong recovery.  Pubs overpay on business rates by some 
£500 million.  Given the current circumstances they find 
themselves in over COVID-19, and the fact they are a vital 
community hub, it is simply not right or fair.”  Interestingly, 
the BBPA have also proposed a digital sales tax so that 
companies that operate primarily or exclusively on-line pay 
their fair share in tax and ‘level the playing field with bricks 
and mortar-based businesses’.  It should be remembered 
that small brewers also have difficulties with business rates, 
not having been included in the ‘holiday’ provision. 
 

WHAT IS A PUB WORTH? 

There was a worrying report in CAMRA’s monthly 
newspaper, What’s Brewing, for November.  Pubs are 

valued on the basis of their profitability and this has, of 
course, been seriously affected by recent events.  Pubs and 
bars are currently going on sale for up to 20% less than their 
asking price a year ago.  A representative of one of the main 
property agents in the hospitality market, Christie and Co, 
predicted that because pubs now have an increasing debt 
burden, with such items as loans to repay and deferred VAT 
falling due, the situation could get worse.  The only possible 
advantage, and it is a small one, is that it might offer an 
easier way into the trade for newcomers than taking a pub 
company tenancy.  It might also allow more community 
groups to purchase their local pub. 
 

HIGH COURT VICTORY 

Readers will recall that a number of insurance companies 
refused to pay out on claims made on business 

interruption policies in respect of losses caused by COVID. 
The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) took a test case to 
the High Court and, happily the court found in favour of the 
majority of the policyholders.  Although some policies of this 
type only covered physical damage to property, others 
covered closures caused by disease and legally enforceable 
closures or restrictions.  Within the limits of their policy, many 
businesses can expect to be paid enough to put them in the 
financial position that they would have been in had the 105 
day first lockdown never happened.  It is not yet clear 
whether or not the insurance companies will appeal.  It is 
possible that the case will go all the way to the Supreme 
Court. 

KEEPING THE LIGHTS ON 

This campaign (#KeepTheLightsOn) was created by Daisy 
Cooper, the MP for St Albans, who has long been very 

supportive of her local pubs. The idea was that, on 9 or 10 
October, publicans should turn their lights on and off 
in the pattern of the Morse code signal for SOS (three 
short, three long, three short). The action was to be filmed 
for social media and posted with a message to their local MP 
to lobby the Treasury for a new comprehensive support 
package. 
 

BY THE BY 

As we approach the end of the year, I thought it worth 
mentioning a couple of events that didn’t happen in 

2020.  
  Firstly, there was the duty to protect.  Acting on a 
Government election manifesto promise, the Home Office 
had started consulting on creating a legal requirement for 
operators of public spaces and venues to introduce counter-
terrorism measures.  For pubs this would involve increasing 
their security levels, putting incident response plans in place 
and arranging training and exercises for staff on what to do 
during an attack.  The consultation was ‘paused’ in April 
because of the COVID pandemic.  Oddly enough, there are 
parallels between what this legislation would have 
introduced and the COVID regulations. 
  Secondly, there is the local licensing policy review.  During 
2020, the Government was expecting local councils in 
England to review their Statement of Licensing Cumulative 
Impact policies.  These cover the number and spread of 
premises licences granted and usually lead to the 
requirements being made more restrictive.  Given that the 
effect of the COVID restrictions make it difficult to assess the 
situation, these reviews have been delayed.  When they are 
eventually undertaken, the pub trade could look very 
different. 
 

THE ROSCOE HEAD 

Finally a piece of good news.  I’ve mentioned this famous 
Liverpool pub several times as a case study in how unfair 

the tied house system can be.  Happily, Carol Ross has 
persuaded New River Retail/Hawthorn Leisure to sell her the 
freehold of this Grade II listed Edwardian gem.  It has been 
in her family for over 30 years and Carol took over from her 
mother in 1997.  It is one of the five pubs that has been in all 
editions of the Good Beer Guide and can be found on page 
307 of the 2021 version.  It is worth a visit. 
Compiled by Tony Hedger 
You can find up to date news posts from CAMRA London 
Region’s Twitter account at https://www.london.camra.org.uk/ 
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London, Capital of Brewing 

At the last count, there were around 130 breweries in Greater London. They are listed on  
CAMRA’s Greater London Region website: www.london.camra.org.uk. Please support them 

by buying their beer, where available, either direct or from pubs and clubs selling take-aways.





Pomona Award

Named after the Roman goddess of apples, CAMRA’s 
Pomona Award honours those who have made an 

outstanding achievement, commitment or contribution to 
the promotion of real cider or perry.  The award is no longer 
given annually but is awarded as and when there is a suitable 
candidate.   
  Two awards were made this year and some might be 
surprised to learn that one was to a London based operation.  
The recipient was Elizabeth Pegler, who set up the Orchard 
Project, based in Mare Street, Hackney, and which produces 
Local Fox Cider.  The project is a social enterprise, combining 
cider production with food waste reduction to benefit the 
local community.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elizabeth and Colette with the award  
  Local Fox cider is largely made by volunteers who are able 
to participate in and learn the full production process.  It is 
made entirely from apples grown in community orchards and 
gardens across London.  The apples, which include some 
rare breeds like Arthur Turner and Idared, are either 
harvested by volunteers or donated by the garden owners.  
The volunteers then press the apples (last time some nine 
tonnes (9,000 kilos) of them) using the traditional cloth-and-
rack method.  The cider is then fermented using the wild 
fermentation technique and bottled without being filtered.  
It is normally available at a number of pubs and shops across 
London, with the profits going back into community projects.  
It is estimated that, since 2019, the project has saved around 
twelve tonnes of fruit from going to waste. 

  The award was presented on a damp October day at a 
gathering in the orchard in Geraldine Mary Harmsworth Park 
in Kennington, including CAMRA’s Chris Rouse from East 
Anglia, Greater London Cider Co-ordinator Ian White and 
Regional Director Geoff Strawbridge.  Elizabeth was there to 
receive the award, along with colleague Colette Goulding. 
  Elizabeth said, “We are so incredibly grateful to have won 
the Pomona Award, not only because it makes me feel like a 
goddess of orchards but to see all our wonderful work 
recognised.  Here at the Orchard Project it’s our mission to 
bring orchards to the heart of cities.  Our cider and juice 
enterprise is very much part of that, with funds raised from 
the sales of our drinks returned to the orchards in the shape 
of tools, skills training and of course cider.” 
  Andrea Briers, who organises the award for CAMRA, 
added, “The Pomona Award is truly made for people like  
Elizabeth who show what a hugely positive impact cider 
production can have on a local community.  When many 
people think of cider their mind will jump to rural areas of 
the West Country, but initiatives like Local Fox demonstrate 
that cider has a home even in our city centres.  Huge 
congratulations to Elizabeth for her outstanding work on this 
truly unique and innovative project.”  
From a CAMRA press release, with additional information 
from Ian White and thanks to Chris Rouse for the 
photographs 
 
Editor’s note: I think that it is worth mentioning more about 
Geraldine Mary Harmsworth Park.  It is a 15 acre public park 
in Kennington (SE1), managed by the London Borough of 
Southwark.  It was originally the site of the Bethlem Royal 
Hospital.  When the hospital relocated to Bromley in 1926, 
the land was acquired by Harold Harmsworth, the first 
Viscount Rothermere, who, in 1934, donated it to ‘the 
‘splendid struggling mothers of Southwark’ in memory of his 
own mother.  During World War II the park was used as 
allotment plots as part of the Dig for Victory campaign, 
during which the park’s lido was filled in.  The site was then 
used for the orchard, which was planted in 2003 by local 
schoolchildren with trees native to their home countries.  
There are 31 trees, including apple, pear, plum, quince, 
loquat, olive, cherry, persimmon and mulberry.  The orchard 
is open for visits.  Most of the old hospital building was 
demolished, except for the central portion which is now the 
Imperial War Museum.
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The socially 
distanced 
presentation party  
(L-R) Chris Rouse, 
Geoff Strawbridge 
and Ian White 
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Gone for a Burton

For many CAMRA members, the Burton Bridge Brewery in 
Burton on Trent may seem to have always been around 

but that’s not quite true.  The brewery was set up in 1982, at 
a time when there just two breweries left in Burton (as 
opposed to seven today) and when there were only a few 
people thinking about going into microbrewing.  CAMRA’s 
1982 Good Beer Guide listed just 140 independent 
breweries in the UK. 
  Recently, Geoff Mumford, who founded the brewery along 
with Bruce Wilkinson, sat down with me besides a 
comforting open fire and a pint of their Golden Delicious at 
the brewery tap, the Bridge, to tell me their story.  They both 

had long experience in the 
brewing industry before they 
started their new venture.  Geoff 
originally met Bruce at Ind 
Coope in Burton where Geoff 
was in charge of engineering for 
the keg plant.  He then took a 
three year leave of absence to 
run a pig farm and associated 
butchery business owned by his 
father-in-law, who was 
recovering from an illness.  Geoff 
said, “The sabbatical was given 
to me by Allied Breweries on the 
understanding that I accepted 

any role that they wanted to give me on my return.  I ended 
up as the commissioning engineer for a new brewing and 
fermentation block at Romford Brewery.” 
  It was at Romford that Geoff ran into Bruce again, who was 
the technical manager there.  “I didn’t want the Romford role 
and I soon realised that, having run my own business, I now 
found it hard to take orders from others.  It was also hard 
going back to wearing shoes after three years of wearing 
wellies.  And both Bruce and I could see the ultimate 
collapse of the brewing industry as it then was, as so many 
had closed and Romford, being in the town centre, was a 
prime site for development.”  Geoff added, “I always 
thought it was possible to brew on a small scale.  A few 
people had already done it.  We both investigated doing it 
separately but eventually decided that it was more sensible 
to join forces.” 
  The question then was where to set up the brewery.  Geoff 
explained, “If you were going to set up a pottery, you’d go 
to Stoke on Trent. So Burton was the obvious choice; we 
knew the skills we needed would be there.  I was driving to 
a meeting in Burton one day and saw that the Bridge (then 
the Fox & Goose) was up for sale.  We bought the pub and 
had the only topless brewery but we only found that out 
when it rained!”  The pub’s name was changed because, as 
Geoff explained, “We didn’t want people asking who the Fox 
was and who was the Goose.”  It quickly became apparent 
they were in the right place to get things done, which 
included getting everything rewired by an electrician who 
used to work for Bruce. 
  Over the years, Burton Bridge has expanded, although it 
has always been a 15 barrel plant.  The number of fermenters 
has gradually increased and they have bought buildings on 
either side of the original site.  Alongside the developments 
at the brewery, pubs have been purchased and sold over the 

years and, wherever possible, 
they were sold as going 
concerns although there were 
exceptions.  For instance, they 
tried to sell the Plough at 
Stapenhill as a pub but, even at 
a knock down price, they 
couldn’t find a buyer.  
Eventually it was demolished 
and sold (with planning 
permission) for housing.  In 
contrast, the Devonshire Arms, 
a short walk from Burton railway 
station, was sold to one of their 
existing tenants with great success.  The pub is in the 2021 
Good Beer Guide, selling guest beers alongside Burton 
Bridge beers. 
  A few years ago, Geoff and Bruce tried to sell the brewery 
but without success.  Geoff said, “We got close but the offer 
fell through at the last minute.  Most of the offers since have 
been for the value of the buildings rather than for an ongoing 
business.” 
  COVID has, of course, had an impact on their business.  
They operate three pubs, the Bridge (the second oldest pub 
in Burton and with a skittles alley), the Alfred Ale House (an 
1860’s pub not far from Burton Town Hall) and the 
Brickmakers (a C18th building in Newton Solney), where 
beer sales have been down to 45% of what they were.  Geoff 
explained, “Many of our pub users are older and they are 
fearful and are not coming out and our free trade outlets 
have cut back on their beer range, so sales there have been 
hit.  We are fortunate that all our buildings are freehold, so 
that there is no rent to pay.”  Consequently, brewing has 
been scaled back and staff are working just two days a week.  
“We have good workers and we wouldn’t want to lose them; 
many of them have been with us 25 years.  We do bottling 
on a Friday just for something to do,” said Geoff. 
  Geoff has concerns for the future of the industry, “We have 
had no rate rebates or cash grants but the crunch time for 
many will be when the VAT and Excise Duty holiday is over.  
One of the problems is the unwitting way in which the 
Government has demolished pubs.  Is it a sop to the anti-
alcohol lobby or a throwback to the days when people 
thought breweries were nothing but money?”   
  Despite the gloom, Burton Bridge has only two years to 
go to reach its fortieth birthday; not bad for two ex Allied 
employees.  I for one am looking forward to celebrating with 
them with a pint.  Of course, it will have to be their Draught 
Burton Ale, a beer they started to brew in 2015 when 
Carlsberg decided to stop brewing DBA and that they had 
been involved in during their Ind Coope days.  A heritage 
beer from a brewery with a great heritage. 
Christine Cryne 
 
Footnote: there are two stories as to the origin of the 
expression ‘Gone for a Burton’.  The most familiar is 
associated with the RAF in WWII as someone being killed in 
action but there is another version, which is certainly older. 
According to Burton’s Brewery Museum, the term was used 
by people working in maltings who died from a lung disease 
caused by the dust, similar to TB.

Geoff Mumford
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At 31 October 2020, CAMRA had 179,3837 members, of whom  
17,514 live in the Greater London area.

Comings and goings: the publication of the Good Beer 
Guide gives us an opportunity to review the comings and 
goings on the London brewing front over the last year (to 
September).  Overall, we have lost five but gained ten, 
which, given what the year has been like so far, is most 
encouraging.   
  The breweries which have opened are: Concrete Island, 
Exale, Fearless Nomad, German Kraft, Greywood, Mikkeller, 
Old Kent Road, SlyBeast, Urban Alchemy and Wrong Side 
of the Tracks.  Happily, there are also a number of new 
breweries in the pipeline and we will report these in this 
column as and when their opening is confirmed.   
  The five that we have recorded as closed are: Crate, Kew, 
Laines (Four Thieves), Reunion and UBrew.  With Crate, this 
is their separate brewery only; their bar and pizzeria, the 
White Building at Hackney Wick, is still open.  There may also 
be several others, mostly brewpubs, which didn’t start 
brewing again after lockdown was lifted. 
  CAMRA aims to appoint a brewery liaison officer for all 
breweries and they perform a vital task, especially in keeping 
the unique breweries section in the Good Beer Guide up to 
date.  This information comes initially from them.  Their 
efforts are coordinated by our Brewery Liaison Coordinator, 
John Paul Adams, to whom I am most grateful. 
 
Dog’s Grandad: this new project in Brixton had hoped to 
open in April but they were not able to obtain a licence until 
October.  The plan was to start brewing in November, with a 
taproom opening in due course.  They are based in a railway 
arch close to the Brixton Brewery’s tap room. 
 
Mondo: the brewery is a member of the Work in Progress 
network which aspires to create a more inclusive and 
representative beer industry.  As part of their Progress Beer 
series, Mondo have collaborated with the Queer Brewing 
Project (QBP) to brew an American brown ale called Chosen 
Family (5.2% ABV).  It was due to be available from mid-
November.  The proceeds are going towards MindOut, an 
LGBTQ+ mental health service.  Lily Waite, the founder of 
the QBP told the Morning Advertiser, “This collaboration 
with Mondo is the first Queer Brewing collaboration in a 
short while, and what a collab to come back to!  I’m always 
keen to brew with a seasonal focus, so brewing a brown ale 
for the autumn is a dream!  This beer is everything I want to 
be drinking as the nights draw in, with cosy toffee and dried 
fruit notes overlaid with a delicious, but subtle bitterness, 
and I’m particular excited about its impact too.  MindOut is 
a charity QBP has supported in the past and, with all of the 
pressures of the pandemic, I’m pleased to be supporting 
their vital work in bettering mental health amongst the 
LGBTQ+ community.”  Mondo’s co-founder, Todd Matteson, 
added, “We’re working to build a business, and help shape 
an industry, that’s reflective of the community we serve.” 
 
Park: cask versions of Gallows and Killcat have recently been 

available at local pubs such as the Norbiton, the Black Horse 
and the Royal Oak, New Malden.  Home deliveries, 
especially of canned beer, have been successful, particularly 
Killcat (3.9% ABV) and Tread Lightly (3.2 % ABV.  Tread 
Lightly uses hops grown locally.  An unusual beer to look out 
for, also in cans, is Kveik IPA (6.3% ABV) which is brewed with 
a yeast which originates from Norwegian farmhouse beers.  
With thanks to Dave and Gill Morgan (BLO). 
 
Portobello Brewery: Mark Crowther has joined Portobello 
as chairman and has also invested in the company.  He brings 
with him a deep knowledge of the trade.  He was formerly 
chief executive of the Channel Islands based Liberation 
Group, is currently a non-executive director of Downing LLP 
(who support the Antic pub chain) and has previously worked 
for Carlsberg and Diageo.  Mr Crowther commented, “I am 
delighted to have been appointed as chairman, giving me 
the opportunity to work with a talented and experienced 
team at one of London’s leading independent brewing 
companies.  Despite the current economic challenges, we 
are looking forward with excitement to implementing our 
plans to grow this business in the coming years.”  The 
company is splitting into two operational divisions, the 
brewing operation and the pubs division.  They currently 
have two pubs, the Hack & Hop at 35 Whitefriars Street 
(EC4Y 8BH) and King & Co, 100 Clapham Park Road (SW4 
7BZ) and are looking to expand. 
 
Sambrook’s: the move to the Ram Quarter (the former 
Young’s Brewery site) has inevitably been delayed because 
of COVID but the lease has now been signed and 
Sambrook’s are on site.  The first brewing equipment was 
expected in early November, with more to follow at the end 
of the month.  Test brewing is scheduled for early December.  
Work has also started on the Heritage Centre, under the 
guidance of John Hatch, who joined the company on 1 
November.  John is, of course, the current holder of the John 
Young Memorial Award and brings with him a wealth of 
brewing experience.  John’s nano-brewery remains in 
operation.  The Heritage Centre, which hopefully will be 
open before Christmas, will show the history of brewing in 
London over three floors and will include a small off licence.  
Unfortunately, the opening of the brewery tap has been put 
back to next spring because of current trading conditions.   
 
Wimbledon: Gareth Larkin has moved on so there are now 
joint head brewers, Max Scan and Michael Prentice.  Michael 
is the son of Derek, who is still very much involved.  In the 
summer, there was a collaboration brew with Laine’s, brewed 
with Laine’s yeast but produced at Wimbledon.  Most of it 
went to Laine’s pubs in keg but there was some available in 
cask.  Wimbledon are now exporting to Japan.  With thanks 
to Martin Butler (BLO). 
Compiled by Tony Hedger
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Redemption: a decade with local fans

For most of us, 2020 has not gone to plan but that is 
doubly so for Tottenham’s Redemption Brewing Company 

because they were supposed to be celebrating their tenth 
birthday.  CAMRA London couldn’t however let this 
important milestone for one of London’s longer running 
breweries go without acknowledgement. 
  The brewery’s history started when Andy Moffat, a bond 
trader and home brewer, decided he wanted to do 
something for himself.  Sam Rigby, his partner, said, “It all 
came to a head when we were on holiday and Andy seemed 
to spend a fair portion of it walking up and down the beach 
on the telephone with work.”  Andy decided to think about 
setting up a brewery, although Sam was not so keen.  They 
agreed that he should spend time researching the market 
and particularly the reasons to say no.  After many months, 
Andy was still of the opinion that there was a market for 
another microbrewery in London; at that time there were just 
ten.  Sam continued, “Despite Andy’s enthusiasm, I was not 
convinced.  I had a good job with the BBC, which I enjoyed, 
and didn’t want to give it up”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sam and Andy 
  Andy went ahead and set up a 12 barrel brewery, using 
second hand kit from Staffordshire brewers, Slaters.  Based 
on the Compass West Industrial Estate, Andy was helped by 
David Smith, the owner of Brewing Services Ltd, and who 
has worked with some 200 different breweries.  From the 
beginning, Andy was working 5am to midnight and although 
Sam helped at weekends, doing the accounts, she felt she 
was never seeing him.  After 18 months, she agreed a six 
months leave of absence from the BBC; she never went back. 
After five years, bigger premises were needed and they 
moved around the corner and upgraded to a 30 barrel plant.  
Another brewery, One Mile End, moved into their old 
premises.  Further investment meant the installation of seven 
fermenters of various sizes, which enables a flexible 
approach to brewing.  Sam commented, “If I want to remind 
myself where we have come from, I just look at one of the 
original small fermenters.”  The new premises include a tap 
room, meeting room and a micro lab.  This has become 
essential to determining how often they can use their yeast 
before it needs refreshing.  Their house yeast, in use from 
the beginning, was originally from S&N and had then been 
used by York Brewery.  They store their original yeast sample 
at Brew Lab’s yeast bank, from which they were able to get 
a new sample after reopening post lockdown.   
  COVID has had an impact on sales.  Normally there would 
be up to ten staff including two brewers; at the moment, they 
have six and just one brewer, Jacob Hobbs.  Jacob’s 
background is less than usual, he also started as a home 

brewer but he trained in contemporary dance!  Jacob 
commented, “I freelanced for a while and then got a ‘proper 
job’ in bank sales, a comic book store and then offshore, 
landing helicopters where I trained in health and safety and 
ISO processes.”  He was then made redundant and that’s 
when life completely changed, “I saw a Brew Lab advert 
saying ‘Quit your job and do this course to become a 
brewer’, so I did.  It lasted three months and once I finished 
I started applying for brewing jobs whilst working in bars 
such as Mother Kelly’s.  I was really fortunate that 
Redemption took a chance on me.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The brewers at work 
  The first beer that Redemption brewed was Pale Ale, 
followed by Urban Dusk.  This was followed by Trinity 
(brewed first for the London Drinker Beer & Cider Festival in 
2011), Rock the Kazbek, Big Chief, Fellowship Porter and 
their best seller, Hopspur.  Latterly, these cask beers have 
been joined by two keg beers: Solar (American hopped pale 
ale) and Rhinelander, in the Kolsch style, which is lagered for 
five weeks.  Before the lockdown, cask represented 70% of 
their production with 20% keg and the rest cans, bottles and 
mini kegs.  Although most of the bottling is done off site, the 
porter is done by hand at the brewery.  
  Jacob said, “We are lucky to be part of the beer business.  
We brew good beer and we want our keg to be of the quality 
of our cask.”  Sam added, “Our commitment to quality is at 
the core of a Redemption pint.  For that reason we still call 
on David Smith.  Cask beer is our English heritage and we 
like to do our bit at Redemption to keep it alive.”  With 
regards to the current situation, Sam said, “My view is that 
2021 is going to be a tough year.  Let’s get over COVID and 
support pubs again; they are the fabric of the community 
and Redemption needs to play its part to get people back 
in pubs.  We started in a recession.  These are rocky seas and 
we are holding on to the lifeboat but we will survive.”  And 
that is likely to be the case and it will no doubt be helped by 
Jacob because, after all, he has a certificate to drive 
lifeboats! 
  And what about the birthday celebrations?  Sam replied, 
“Eventually, we want to have an enormous party to say thank 
you to pubs, people and drinkers who have supported us.  I 
think we have the most loyal fans in the whole wide world.  
One said to us ‘You don’t own Redemption.  We own 
Redemption.  This is our North London Brewery’.” 
  For the beers’ tasting notes, see the full article 
in the brewery section of the regional website: 
www.london.camra.org.uk. 
Christine Cryne



Welcome to the Blackhorse Beer Mile

I’m not sure when our pubs and brewery taps will be 
allowed to open again but here is something to look 

forward to.  The Bermondsey Beer Mile is now well 
established but a group of four breweries is now giving 
discerning beer drinkers a northern alternative.   
  Walthamstow (E17) has a long and rich industrial history, 
with factories, mills and workshops once covering much of 
the area.  In the last few years however, there has been an 
influx of cafés, artists’ studios and, of course, breweries.  The 
starting point is Blackhorse Road station on the Victoria Line, 
just 20 minutes from Oxford Circus.  The station is also served 
by the Overground’s Gospel Oak to Barking service.  The four 
venues are all off Blackhorse Lane, to the north of the station.  
All the venues on the Mile are children and dog friendly. 
  If you want to make a day of it or get in some exercise first, 
the Walthamstow Wetlands, created from Victorian 
reservoirs, are close by.  They are London’s largest urban 
wetlands and are a haven for many species of waterfowl, 
some of which have flown thousands of miles to be there.   
  Once reopening comes, given the ongoing uncertainty, it 
might be best to check the brewery websites before setting 
out on a long journey.  Booking may be needed at times. 
 

EXALE BREWING 

After starting life in a converted shipping container in 
Tottenham, Exale moved to their current site in late 

2019, where their new 20 hectolitre plant will give them more 
consistency, quality and control.  They have a distinctive 
style, brewing complex but balanced beers inspired by 
ingredients that they find around them every day, from 
foraging in Epping Forest to collaborating with local coffee 
roasters and chefs.  The taproom is converted from an 
adjacent former furniture factory.  It features plants and cloud 
lights together with a fish tank that feeds their aquaponics 
system.  The outside seating area is heated and sheltered 
and has space for over 100 people.  Beer is available from 
ten taps and cocktails are also available from the Victory 
London distillery which shares the brewery space.  Food is 
provided by pop up vendors.  There is music on Saturday 
nights plus tasting events throughout the year.  Co-founder 
Mark Hislop says, “We chose Blackhorse Lane to be our 
home because, being from the area, we knew how much we 
loved E17 and felt connected to it already.  We are so lucky 
to be surrounded by this amazing community of brewers, 
makers and creators who all share our core principles and 
values.  Also, being based on the edge of the wetlands and 
Epping Forest allows us to directly source many of our 
ingredients through foraging, so it helps us keep our carbon 
footprint low and work towards being a sustainable business, 
something that is hugely important to us.”  
Unit 2C, Uplands Business Park, London E17 5QJ.  
www.exalebrewing.com/ 
 

SIGNATURE BREW 

Signature Brew was founded in 2011 by Sam McGregor 
and Tom Bott and won the Society of Independent 

Brewers (SIBA)’s Brewery Business of the Year in 2018.  Their 
original aim was to supply decent beer to music gigs and 
they have brewed in collaboration with many bands, 
including Idles, Mogwai, Alt-J, Slaves, Mastodon, Frank 
Turner, Rodney P, Enter Shikari, Sports Team and Dynamite 

MC.  Their Brewer’s Bar, 
located inside the brewery, 
has large indoor and outdoor 
seating areas, serving up to 12 
beers plus regular street food 
and live music.  This will be 
enhanced shortly by Pilot 
Radio, a series of limited 
edition beers brewed in SB’s 
pilot brewery.  Only 200 pints 
of each Pilot Radio beer will 
be brewed, although any that 
prove especially popular will 
be upgraded to a full brew.  
Tom Bott says, “We knew 
when we chose Walthamstow 
as a base for our brewery that we were coming in to a highly 
energetic area filled with an impressive selection of creators 
and makers of all kinds but to have a newly created collective 
of supportive and inspiring brewers as our neighbours is 
more than we could have asked for.  We hope E17-ers, 
Londoners and beer aficionados from around the country will 
enjoy discovering such an eclectic range of beers, whilst 
being able to chat to the people that make them.”  
Unit 15, Uplands Business Park, E17 5QJ. 
www.signaturebrew.co.uk/ 
 

WILD CARD 

Wild Card Brewery was founded in 2012 at the 
Ravenswood Industrial Estate in Walthamstow where 

they brewed Mondays to Friday and then served their beers 
from the brewery over the weekend.  They quickly outgrew 
the original site and, with the aid of crowdfunding, moved 
to their current location in 2018.  Head Brewer Jaega Wise 
has become well known for her broadcasting on beer and 
the brewing industry.   
Unit 2, Lockwood Way, E17 5RB.  
https://www.wildcardbrewery.co.uk/taprooms 
  The Barrel Store at the original site (Unit 7, Ravenswood 
Industrial Estate, Shernhall Street, Walthamstow, E17 9HQ) 
is also still open. 
 

TRUMAN’S SOCIAL CLUB 

The site was originally acquired for a new brewery because 
Truman’s were outgrowing their original site at Hackney 

Wick.  Although this may yet happen, Truman’s have decided 
to ‘go with the flow’ for now and use the 26,000 square foot 
space to create the UK’s largest beer hall, with room for 650 
people.  There is also a flexible event space and a large beer 
garden with plenty of cover and heating for the winter.  The 
site has been specially designed to be both safe and 
relaxing, featuring foot-operated sinks and a special 
ventilation system to increase air circulation.  There is a 
choice of 20 beers, both Truman’s own and guests, along 
with food from various East London food traders. 
1 Priestley Way, London, E17 6AL. 
www.trumanssocialclub.co.uk/ 
 
With thanks to Alex Godfrey of Right Hand PR for the original 
information. 
Tony Hedger
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A walk through Hampton Hill

Over the years I have visited some of the pubs along the 
High Street in Hampton Hill but I have never made a 

pub crawl of it.  Sadly, I am too late for some; several have 
closed.  Back in the middle of September I took the train to 
Teddington and then a bus, alighting by the crossroads 
(A313).  It was only a few minutes’ walk to my first stop, an 
establishment called the Beech House.  This is a pleasant 
enough looking building, the lower half white and the upper 
of light brickwork with arched windows.  Although not 
originally a pub, it has been a bar for some years, going 
through several name changes, starting with the Stone 
House and then the Longford, the Refectory, and now the 
Beech House. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Beech House 
  On entering I was duly signed in, all quite painless, and 
was given a table at the front.  The bar has been done out in 
a modern retro style in brown, black and cream colours.  
There are various alloy air ducts and pipework across the 
ceiling.  The bar itself runs along the left hand side.  The floor 
that runs alongside the bar is made of small cream tiles, with 
wooden tiles either side.  There is a mixture of seating, high 
and low, with leather benches along the wood panelled 
walls, making for pleasant enough surroundings.  The area 
actually extends back to an open kitchen and a dining area.  
There was only one ale on, Fuller’s London Pride, which, at 
£4.20, was good, so, under the current circumstances, not a 
bad start. 
  I left there and, after a few minutes’ walk along the High 
Street, I came to what was once the Jenny Lind, a small 
locals’ pub, sadly now a KFC outlet.  Almost opposite is the 
Bloated Mallard.  This is was not its original name. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The former Jenny Lind 
  High up on the front of this white painted building you can 
see that it was called the Duke of Clarence.  Inside the décor 
was mostly wood with a central three sided bar and to the 

rear is a long conservatory that leads to a good size garden, 
albeit mostly decking.  
  There was only one pump badged up which, surprisingly, 
was Timothy Taylor’s Boltmaker.  I asked the bar person if it 
was on and although she seemed a bit unsure, she gave the 
pump a pull and confirmed that it was.  I was signed in and 
I asked for a pint.  They were not taking cash and so a card 
machine was placed in front of me.  Meanwhile the bar 
person was thrashing away with the pump, extracting more 
froth than beer, so I waited.  She told me to pay by card but 
I retorted that, given that she was having a problem pouring 
it, I preferred to be certain that I would be getting a full pint 
before I paid.  She insisted that I pay first and I wondered 
how easy it would be to get a refund.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Bloated Mallard 
  I was assured that I would get a pint and was offered a 
taster.  Although it was more froth than beer, it was OK so I 
paid.  After a discussion about how to serve cask beer with 
another member of staff, I decided to bite my tongue and 
went out to the garden to await my cloudy Boltmaker.  This 
was one of those classic circumstances where my most 
expensive ale of the day (£5.20) would be the worst! 
  Further down the High Street, passing another former 
pub, the Valiant Knight (now a restaurant), I came to the Star.  
This is a fair sized cream and dark blue flat roofed building.  
This pub also featured wooden panelling with a three sided 
bar.  Here I had the choice of three ales, Courage Best, 
Wainwright and London Pride.  I went for the Pride (£4.50) 
which was good.  I decided to enjoy my pint in the garden 
with its impressive floral display.  Overall, I got the impression 
of a very well run and popular pub. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Star 



A walk through Hampton Hill

  Off down the High Street again, I passed the former Rising 
Sun.  I had visited this pub back in 1992 but since then it had 
become a café although that had now closed as well.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The former Rising Sun 
  Walking on for about a quarter of a mile or so, crossing 
over the Longford River which flows into Bushy Park, I passed 
my fourth closed pub, the Duke’s Head, which is now 
residential.  I remember coming here in March 2003 for a 
pub of the year presentation so it must have once been a 
pretty decent place.  
  Bearing right but still keeping to the High Street, I reached 
the Jolly Coopers, which was a Good Beer Guide entry in 
2020.  I had been to this three storey brick pub recently so I 
didn’t plan to go in this time.  Instead I turned right into 
Station Road, heading for the Worlds End.  I have been to 
this pub several times over the years and the ale range has  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The former Duke’s Head 
always been good.  I remember the landlord saying he ‘liked 
to keep his locals on their toes, they never knew what to 
expect’.  Once again there was a central three sided bar, 
painted blue this time.  The floor is a mixture of carpet and 
wood, the colour scheme a dull green and there are benches 
around the walls.  I was slightly disappointed with the beer 
range: the ubiquitous Doom Bar and London Pride.  A sign 
of the times, perhaps.  I went for the Pride (£4.70), which was 
good. 
  That was the end of this crawl.  From here the 111 bus, 
which conveniently stops outside, took me to Hampton 
Court station for my train home, although I did divert to the 
Mute Swan (Good Beer Guide 2021 – page 281) and had an 
excellent pint of Surrey Hills Greensand IPA (£4.60) which was 
a good end to the day. 
Clive Taylor 
Clive also took the photographs
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Beer styles of Europe and beyond 

Reading about it can’t replace sitting in a pub drinking it, I know, but I hope that readers will find this interesting, 
all the same. 

  The European Beer Consumers Union, of which CAMRA is a member, has produced a comprehensive guide to 
the ever growing range of beer styles that are to be found across Europe and beyond.  It covers their origins, 
differences and how to recognise the best.  The lead author and curator is the well known beer writer, Tim Webb.  
The guide is completely independent and does not rely on any financial assistance through sponsorship or 
advertising.   
  European brewing methods dominated global brewing before the outbreak of war in 1914, but by 1975 most 
heritage brewing had become a thing of the past.  As industrial combines took over the beer trade, the focus 
shifted from brewing flavoursome local beers to mass producing cheaply made ‘national’ brands.  However, over 
the last twenty years, against the odds and led by consumer demand, we have seen the creation of independent, 
smaller scale breweries all around the world.  By spring 2020, there were nearly 30,000 of them, of which around 
a third are in Europe.  This revival has brought about innovations in both styles and ingredients, as well as a return 
to authentic traditional beer styles.   
  The EBCU guide has been compiled with the consumer in mind.  Tim Webb makes the point that the descriptions 
may vary from CAMRA’s Champion Beer of Britain guidelines, as well as the two main international listings of 
global beer styles, because these are compiled with brewers and beer judges in mind.  He adds that he hopes to 
generate more traffic through the EBCU website and maintain the progress that has been made over last three 
decades.  The continuation of the range of beer styles is, in some ways, more important than the numbers of 
breweries or beers because this is what the mega-brewers find hardest to mimic.   
  The guide is website-based and is too long to reproduce here, so you need to go to www.ebcu.org/the-beer-
styles-of-europe-and-beyond/. 
  All texts and images are licensed under Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 
4.0).  EBCU is happy to license brief direct quotes from this website (up to 500 words) provided that these are 
attributed clearly to Beer Styles of Europe and Beyond (ebcu.org). 
With thanks to Tim Webb
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Beer and Bugs

Over the years, I have done plenty of beer and food 
matching and so, when I was offered an opportunity to 

undertake a tasting with some very different food and four 
Hobgoblin beers, to celebrate Halloween, I thought why 
not?  The difference was that the food were bugs (from Eat 
Grub) but I have never been particularly squeamish; after all, 
being an East End City girl, one of my favourite foods is 
jellied eels; delicious!  Urban legend also has it that my 
granddad used to let his Stilton go maggoty and eat them 
alongside the cheese in the same way as the Italians do with 
Cazu Marzu.  And I have tackled crickets before, on a visit to 
a night market in Beijing, so the thought of chewing on little   
beasties sounded fun – and so it was. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The pack 
  The first combination was matched with Hobgoblin Gold. 
This 4.2% ABV golden ale was teamed with a sweet chilli and 
lime snack using crunchy roasted crickets; the texture was a 
bit like dry Rice Crispies.  The snack’s citrus character 
complemented the grapefruit character of the beer and the 
spiciness in both built on each other, softened by the 
sweetness in the snack and the beer’s biscuit character.  Not 
bad at all. 
  The next was the well known Hobgoblin Ruby (4.5% ABV) 
with Smoky BBQ crickets.  The smokiness of this snack was 
dominant but the beer’s rich roasty malt and Christmas cake 
flavours were strong enough to cope and the fruitiness of the 
esters and sultanas gave balance.  
  Now it was time for some experimentation.  The package 
also included a bag each of ready to cook crickets and 
grasshoppers so, using my culinary skills, I thought we’d give 
it a go.  Despite trying a number of different ways, fried and 
roasted, and with various seasonings, the grasshoppers 
failed to make my taste buds leap!  They were quite fiddly 
to prepare (you have to remove their wings first, which will 
probably put some of you off to start with) and the mouthfeel 
reminded me a bit of the shell of a cooked prawn.  In 
comparison, the crickets were a delight.  Lightly fried in olive 
oil and served with a dash of sesame oil and a little salt, they 
were perfect with the Ruby, bringing out the nuttiness in the 
beer and contrasting with its sweetness.  

  Going up in strength from the Ruby was Hobgoblin IPA.  
This was a treat for me as I tasted the bottled beer in one of 
the virtual judgings I have taken part in during lock-down 
and had admired it.  Normally, you don’t get to know what 
beers you have been tasting until long afterwards but as it 
was a virtual judging, you could take the wrapping off the 
beer once the tasting was done.  The canned beer is slightly 
less alcoholic than the bottle (5% ABV versus 5.3%) but the 
taste profile was the same:  grapefruit and orangey aroma 
and flavour with resinous hops on the back of the palate, 
becoming more spicy, bitter and lingering.  This was teamed 
with Peri-Peri crickets.  The spicy character in both 
complemented each other while the beer’s dry bitterness 
provided a contrast to the snack’s sweetness and slight 
smoky character.  The slight tartness in the snacks also 
matched the citrus character in the beer.  My preferred 
combination was the IPA with the sweet chilli and lime 
crickets because the citrus character was greater and 
provided a stronger match.  Delicious! 
  The final matching was a sweet one: the full flavoured 
Hobgoblin Imperial Ruby (6.6% ABV) with salted toffee 
crickets.  The latter were a bit like a drier version of salted 
toffee popcorn.  The beer’s nutty, sweet toffee character 
drew out the same tastes in the snack and the salt acted as 
a flavour enhancer whereas the spicy bitterness provides a 
counter balance.  This was my second favourite match. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The unused blindfold 
  In conclusion, my view of this very unusual tasting is that 
bugs are definitely worth a go, even if you have to close your 
eyes!  As it happens, Hobgoblin thoughtfully provided an 
blindfold in the package but I was brave enough to do the 
tastings without using it.  Insects were definitely eaten by our 
ancestors some 1,000 years ago and you would be in good 
company: the Roman scholar, Pliny, wrote that Roman 
aristocrats favoured eating beetle larvae.  And, finally, eating 
bugs for protein is more ecologically sound; so eat bugs to 
help save the planet but don’t forget the beer too! 
  For more information see www.eatgrub.co.uk and 
www.wychwood.co.uk. 
Christine Cryne
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Health and wellbeing

KEEP IN TOUCH 

One of the key points that CAMRA always makes about 
pubs is their contribution to the mental wellbeing of 

their customers in providing a convivial and safe place to 
meet friends and relax.  This particularly applies to single 
people, myself included.  The removal of any possibility of 
meeting friends is a bleak prospect.  The telephone and 
social media are no replacement but they are the best that 
we have got in these circumstances.  Let’s all do our best to 
keep in touch with each other at this grim time.  Some of 
you might find this website useful.  It is for a service 
jointly run by the NHS and Public Health England 
www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-matters/. 
 

GENEROUS GESTURES 

This is not the place to go into the politics of the situation 
but many pubs across the country offered to provide 

meals for children during the recent half term holiday.  
CAMRA’s National Chairman, Nik Antona, commented, 
“Pubs across the country have shown that even when they 
are facing an existential crisis as a result of the COVID-19 
restrictions reducing trade and turnover, they are still 
selflessly supporting their communities.  Despite their own 
financial hardship, publicans are providing help 
and support when times are tough.  It shows just what a force 
for good well-run local pubs are in our villages, towns and 
cities.  We must do everything we can to support 
our pubs through the difficult weeks and months ahead so 
they can continue to play their part as a vital part of 
our social fabric, and can continue to provide for our 
communities.” 
  This isn’t just in the current situation.  Whenever there are 
floods or similar disasters, pubs always seem to be at the 
forefront in providing relief.  Furthermore, it is estimated that, 
pre-COVID, pubs in the UK were raising around £100 million 
a year for charities.  It really is sad that the ‘powers that be’ 
can’t understand just how important pubs are to their 
communities.   

ALCOHOL ABUSE 

All things considered, I supposed that we should not be 
surprised at this.  The British Liver Trust reports a fivefold 

increase in calls to its helpline since the start of the first 
lockdown period.  This was, I believe, inevitable while pubs 
were closed and people were drinking at home, mostly 
buying alcohol from supermarkets.  According to the ‘think 
tank’ the Public Policy Exchange (PPE), pre-COVID, there 
were 1.6 million people who had some sort of alcohol 
dependency.  That is around 3% of the adult population, 
although we must recognise that every case is, of course, a 
tragedy in itself.  The PPE recently held a ‘webinar’ on the 
subject of the forthcoming introduction of local Alcohol Care 
Teams.  I was disappointed to see that one of the topics was 
to ‘identify ways to improve and enact strong enforcement 
licensing laws for shops, pubs and clubs’.  I’m sure that some 
campaigners would like to see all sales of alcohol prohibited 
but that is not likely to happen in the foreseeable future.  It 
is sad therefore that properly run pubs are not being 
recognised as safe and controlled venues for drinking.  They 
are not the problem, they are part of the solution.  It is, I 
think, worth noting that, as recorded by the Office for 
National Statistics, the Metropolitan Police saw a 43% 
increase in drugs offences during the lockdown period so it 
was not just alcohol that saw an increase in abuse at this time. 
 

IN A PICKLE 

Here’s another contribution to our cuisine from the 
gastronomes of Glasgow.  I’m sure that you have all seen 

those jars of large pickled onions in fish & chip shops.  Have 
you ever wondered what they would be like battered and 
deep fried?  Amandeep Singh, proprietor of the Codfather 
chippy in Cambuslang gave it a go and they have been well 
received by his customers.  As well as having a crisp batter, 
the onion itself apparently retains its crunch rather than 
going soggy. 
Compiled by Tony Hedger

Trade news
FULLER’S NEWS 

Interviewed on BBC Radio 5 Live when London was moved 
into Tier 2, Simon Emeny, Fuller’s chief executive, 

expressed particular concern over what would happen to 
their pubs in the City of London.  He forecast that there 
would inevitably be redundancies, possibly around 500 and 
mostly from the staff of City pubs.  This was however before 
the extension of the furlough scheme to 31 March.  One pub 
that closed prior to the second lockdown was the 
Chamberlain in EC3N which had a notice in the window 
saying ‘With the City of London being quite quiet, we’re 
sorry to inform our customers that we are temporarily closed 
due to the lack of trade caused by the coronavirus 
pandemic’.   
  Fuller’s did try to take the initiative with various marketing 
ideas such as ‘Fuller’s Friday’ (with customers being offered 
a free pint via their mobile ‘phones), a rewards scheme linked 
to their website and promotion of their hotels for 

‘staycations’.  This was sadly all cut short by the second 
lockdown.  
  An unusual beer appeared in some Fuller’s pubs during 
October.  This was Nanobot, brewed in partnership with 
Beavertown.  The 2.8% ABV beer was described as a super 
session IPA.  It was brewed with Sabro and Simcoe hops, oats 
and wheat which, according to the press release, ‘packed it 
with punchy citrus and juicy tropical top notes’. 
  Despite all the distractions, Fuller’s were able to open a 
newly built pub which is part of a new development in 
Wembley Park.  Called the White Horse, it takes its name 
from events at the first FA Cup Final ever to be played at 
Wembley (1923 – Bolton Wanderers vs West Ham United) 
when the crowd overspilled and were rounded up by PC 
George Scorey riding Billie, the now iconic white horse.  The 
opening was however rather spoiled for some by there not 
being any cask beer available because of a technical 
problem.  



Trade news

YOUNG’S NEWS 

Announcing their half yearly figures, Young’s chief 
executive, Patrick Dardis, described the last six months 

as being the toughest in the company’s 189 year history.  
Their turnover in the half year to the end of September was 
just 30% of that in the equivalent period last year and a loss 
of nearly £22 million is expected.  He did however praise 
what customers there were for their resilience and Young’s 
staff for going ‘above and beyond’ in protecting customers.  
He added, more promisingly, that their rural pubs and hotels, 
particularly those in the south west and on the coast, had 
continued to perform well.  As regards the current situation, 
as reported in the Propel News Briefing, he commented, 
“Whilst we were hoping that a further lockdown could have 
been avoided, the second lockdown, with the financial 
support available from the government, will be considerably 
less damaging to our business than the potential move to 
Tier 3.  We are hopeful that when we reopen on 3 December, 
we will see the back of the 10pm curfew and London moves 
to Tier 1.  We remain positive at the prospect of trading in 
December.”  Costs of around £4 to £5 million were expected 
during the four weeks of the second lockdown. 
  Oisin Rogers, who has revitalised the famous Guinea Grill 
in Bruton Place, Mayfair, has also taken over another nearby 
Young’s pub, the Windmill in Mill Street.  Both the food in 
the bar and the upstairs restaurant were praised by 
restaurant critic Jay Rayner in a review in the Observer on 11 
October. 
 

WETHERSPOON’S NEWS 

JDW saw a 28% fall in sales in the 15 weeks ended 8 
November.  It was during this period that they were selling 

beer at 99p a pint in advance of the second lockdown.  That 
said, in early October, the price of guest beers had already 
been reduced to £1.69 per pint (£2.69 in central London).  
The company had previously reported a loss of £105 million 
for the year ended 26 July.  Despite this, analysts say that, 
financially, the company remains sound.  They have however 
warned that around 450 staff employed at their airport pubs 
could be made redundant because of the significant drop in 
numbers travelling, which may be long term.  This follows 
the redundancy of 108 head office staff.  In presenting the 
results, chairman Tim Martin criticised the Government’s 
‘ever-changing raft of ill-thought-out regulations’.  
According to a report in the Mail on Sunday, having taken a 
50% cut in pay in March, Mr Martin returned to full pay in 
August, as did board members and other senior 
executives.   
 

GREENE KING 

It was reported in the Morning Advertiser on 7 October that 
GK had lost around £270 million in the year ended 26 April.  

Revenue had fallen by 13% compared with the previous year.  
Consequently, GK were closing 79 of their 3,100 pubs and 
for 26 or so of them, this would be permanent.  This included 
all eleven Loch Fyne seafood restaurants.  There would also 
be 800 jobs lost (out of 38,000), although the company are 
hoping to redeploy people rather than make them 
redundant.  Some head office jobs were also being lost.  At 

the same time, GK promised to allow its tenants a rent 
discount of 90% if their pub was closed by Government 
order.  The pubs so far suspected of being permanently 
closed are: 
1. Albert Tavern, South Norwood, SE25: built in the 1960s 

to replace one destroyed by a flying bomb and listed as 
an Asset of Community Value in 2019 following an earlier 
threat of closure; 

2. Old Dairy, Stroud Green, N4: historic pub, formerly the 
premises of the Friern Manor Dairy Farm Limited, 
reported to be boarded up; 

3. Queen Adelaide, Shepherds Bush, W12: Grade II listed. 
  Some analysts had been predicting that following GK’s 
purchase by Hong Kong-based CK Asset Holdings in August, 
some pub disposals were to be expected, irrespective of 
effects of COVID. 
 

MARSTONS AND CARLSBERG  

The Competition and Markets Authority cleared the 
creation of the Carlsberg Marston’s Brewing Company 

(CMBC) in early October.  The CMA took the view that while 
much of the new company’s beer would be going to the new 
Marston’s pubco, other brewers would continue to have 
sufficient alternative wholesalers to deal with.  The new 
arrangement is predicted to save some £24 million in the first 
three years.  CAMRA’s National Chairman, Nik Antona, 
commented, “We are increasingly concerned with the 
dominance of global brewing brands in the UK beer market 
and the impact this has on consumer choice.  This Joint 
Venture is the latest in a series of merger and acquisition 
activity which has seen many styles and brands disappear 
since the early 2000s.  While we have seen an increase in the 
number of small brewers producing some great and varied 
beers, these brewers account for less than 6% of the total 
market and are therefore unable to provide effective 
competition.  Many of these smaller brands cannot access 
the pub market due to the dominance of supply and 
distribution agreements operated by pub companies and 
global suppliers.  In addition, two small brewers are now 
closing every week due to ongoing restrictions on the sector 
and a lack of proper support package.  On top of this, the 
Government is planning changes to Small Brewers Relief that 
will increase the amount of tax some small brewers pay.  ‘We 
are grateful to the CMA for engaging with us and 
listening to our concerns about the Joint Venture and will 
continue to raise our concerns about competition issues in 
the sector with them.  We believe that the UK beer 
market needs constant monitoring by the competition 
authorities.”   
  Marston’s, now in effect a pub company, still have their 
financial problems and even before the second lockdown, 
on 18 October, they had announced that 2,150 jobs were to 
be cut.  As a consequence of the second lockdown, the 
company has also asked for a delay in repaying certain loans 
secured by bonds.  They also did this for the original 
lockdown.  Marston’s did however report encouraging results 
in the thirteen weeks to 3 October.
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Trade news

SHEPHERD NEAME 

Sheps have a bigger pub presence in London than most 
people realise, with 59 of their 319 being in our area.  

They announced a loss of £2.9 million for the year ended 27 
June, compared with a profit of £11.4 million last year.  This 
was mostly down to reduced turnover.  As a consequence, 
they are looking to concentrate on their suburban and 
community pubs, which could see the closure of some of 
their city centre outlets. Some have already closed. Chief 
executive Jonathan Neame told the Evening Standard that 
he could not see footfall levels returning to pre-COVID levels 
until 2022 or even beyond.  Redundancies were also under 
consideration. This is worrying because a lot of their London 
pubs are both historic and normally popular.  Sheps have put 
three pubs in Kent and one in Essex on the market.  They 
are described as ‘free of tie’ freehold investment 
opportunities from which Sheps hope to realise £1.76 
million. They are currently leased to ‘good individual 
operators’.  
 

STONEGATE 

Following concerns raised by the Competition and Markets 
Authority (CMA) arising from Stonegate’s purchase of Ei 

Group, 42 pubs have been put up for sale.  These are 30 
freehold and 12 leasehold sites, comprising 32 from 
Ei’s portfolio and ten from Stonegate.  The CMA has required 
that the pubs are sold in at least three separate tranches.  
Early speculation in the Morning Advertiser was that Admiral 
Taverns and Aprirose (Blackrose) were showing interest. 
  Stonegate have assured Amy Lamé, the Mayor of London’s 
Night Czar, that they remain committed to running three of 
London’s best loved LGBTQ+ venues, the Admiral Duncan, 
the Retro Bar and the Kings Arms.  These three sites did not 
reopen between the lockdowns and there were fears that 
they would be permanently closed. 
 

BLOOMSBURY LEISURE GROUP 

BLG already operate eight pubs in London, including the 
Euston, Farringdon and Waterloo Taps, along with 

several food outlets and some bowling alleys.  Despite the 
current climate they have plans to expand with four more 
pubs, two of which will be in London.  Before the second 
lockdown, the Hackney Tap in Mare Street was due to open 
in November and a further ‘Tap’, in Eastcheap, will 
follow next summer.  The food offering in the two new 
outlets, as in the Farringdon Tap, will be Japanese Gyoza 
dumplings.   
 

REVOLUTION BARS GROUP 

Following a drop in takings of almost 50%, RBG are 
proposing a company voluntary arrangement (CVA) in 

respect of its subsidiary company Revolution Bars Limited.  
This will see the closure of RBL’s sites in America Square (City 
of London) and Clapham High Street.  Some 130 jobs may 
be lost.  They are also hoping to renegotiate the rents on 
sites in Clapham Junction, Putney and Richmond.  The group 
has a total of 73 outlets spread around the UK.

WELLS & CO PRESS ON 

Despite these difficult times, Wells & Co, as Charles Wells 
are now called, started brewing at their new site, 

Brewpoint, on 29 September.  The first beers are On Point, 
a pale ale at 4.0% ABV which comes in keg and cans and 
Origin Pale Ale, (3.7% ABV) a cask beer described as 
‘balancing malt sweetness with crisp bitterness, tropical fruit 
and citrus late hop notes’.  Brewpoint is located at Fairhill, 
which is on the A6 north of Bedford.  The garden area was 
due to open on 8 October and will be open until Christmas, 
served by a pop-up bar.  In due course there will be food, 
retail outlets and entertainment available.   
 

GROLSCH TO RETURN 

I must be honest; I didn’t realise that Grolsch had gone.  
Apparently it stopped being sold in the UK a year ago.  The 

brand was acquired by Asahi from AB InBev back in 2016, 
along with Peroni and Meantime, as a trade off when AB 
InBev took over SABMiller.  It was being brewed under 
licence in the UK by Molson Coors but when Asda and Tesco 
stopped stocking it, Asahi cancelled the contract.  The beer 
will now be repackaged as Grolsch Premium Pilsner, with the 
distinctive swing top cap being reinstated.  Although the 
strength is being reduced to 4% ABV, the beer will now be 
imported from Enschede in the Netherlands.  It will also be 
available on draught. 
 

GUINNESS GOES LOW 

I have to admit that I had to check the calendar when I first 
saw this story in case April 1st had come early.  Described 

by the company as ‘the biggest innovation in decades’ and 
after four years in development, Guinness have launched 
Guinness 0.0, an alcohol free version of the world famous 
stout.  The company says that the new version retains the 
‘distinct character and taste’ of the original.  It is brewed in 
the same way but the alcohol is removed at the end of the 
process by cold filtration, a process which they say does not 
damage the beer.  It was launched on 26 October and will 
initially be available in four packs of 440 ml cans.  Or that 
was the plan anyway...  Some of the original batch had to be 
recalled because of possible microbiological contamination.  
A draft version will follow in the spring; no doubt it will be 
served almost ice cold.   
 

THAT’S THE SPIRIT! 

Adnams will be producing their Spirit of Broadside ‘eau-
de-vie-de-biere’ for the winter season.  It starts life as 

regular Broadside bitter (4.3% ABV) which is distilled and 
then matured in oak barrels which adds ‘a woody sweetness 
and spicy notes of nutmeg and cinnamon, evoking memories 
of Christmas cake’.  It is 43% proof and costs £34.99 a bottle 
(70 cl). 
  I have seen several reports that some small breweries are 
attempting something similar with the stocks of beer left 
unsold because of the COVID restrictions.  There has been 
a growth in the number of small distillers in the last few years, 
alongside small brewers.  There could be some very 
interesting results. 
Compiled by Tony Hedger
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Beer for Christmas

Christmas is a time for a bit of indulgence (even more so 
after the year we have all had) so here are five ideas for 

London beers for you to splash out on.  
  Let’s start with Solvay Society, who base most of their 
beers on Belgian styles.  One of my favourites is Mutual 
Attraction, a barrel aged Saison at 6.4% ABV.  It comes in 75 
cl bottles, so it is one for sharing.  It’s a complex smooth hazy 
yellow beer with tart funky notes coming from the 
Brettanomyces yeast.  The barrel ageing is reflected 
throughout.  The nose has slightly earthy and citrus notes, 
which are also noticeable on the palate where there are also 
hints of vanilla.  It has a dry, bitterish finish and is dangerously 
easy to drink.  It makes a good aperitif.  The 75 cl bottle costs 
£12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solvay’s range of bottles 
  For something more mainstream, you can’t go too far 
wrong with Fuller’s 1845.  Winner of CAMRA’s Champion 
Bottled Beer of Britain three times, this 6.3% ABV beer came 
into being to celebrate Fuller’s 150th birthday and is based 
on recipes dating from the mid 1800s.  It is a tawny brown 
ale with spicy, earthy, aromas and flavours of oranges, dried 
fruit, fruit cake overlaid with caramelised toffee and a dry 
complex aftertaste.   This full rich tasting beer goes well with 
both cheese and chocolate.  A pack of eight bottles will cost 
you £15.95 direct from Fuller’s (delivery extra). 
  For something darker, try the 1820 Porter from 
Beerblefish.  The recipe comes from around that time.  It’s a 
well balanced 6.6% ABV dark brown porter with aromas of 
blackberries, blackcurrants and bitter chocolate that carry 
through to the palate with dried fruit and prunes, raisin with 
a little bitterness and dried banana in the finish.   It’s a good 
beer to accompany roast beef or lamb or go for a  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
complete contrast and have it with vanilla ice cream.  It retails 
at £5 for a 500 ml bottle.  
  For a beer that goes well with cheese try Wimbledon’s 
limited release XXXK.  This is another beer inspired by the 
past, the idea coming from a late C19th Wimbledon Brewery 
poster advertising ‘XXXK Strong Ale’.  The result is a 10% 
ABV unfined barley wine, reminiscent of a desert wine.  
There is rich sweet orange marmalade throughout and a 
honey sweetness and some spicy hops that develops with a 
hint of bitterness and a growing dryness.  £22 for a 75 cl 
bottle.  
  The strongest beer in this selection is a 10.4% ABV 
Imperial Russian Stout from Sambrook’s Brewery.  In a more 
manageable size for one, 33 cl; it retails at £2.75 per bottle.  
It’s a complex beer with a smooth rich mouthfeel.  There is 
black treacle on the nose and in the flavour, where coconut, 
coffee, sweet caramel and cherry notes are also present.  The 
aftertaste has spicy notes with an increasing black roasty 
bitterness.  Definitely a beer to go with chocolate after the 
Christmas meal. 
  With the strength of these beers (and the size of some of 
the bottles), they are really ideal for drinking at home.  So, if 
we do end up with a lockdown over Christmas, they could 
be a way to cheer yourself up over the festive season.  Enjoy! 
Christine Cryne 
All of these beers were available on the breweries’ websites 
at the time the article was written.

TABLE BOOKINGS 

Once pubs reopen, there may still be a requirement to book tables. We all 
know that this is because of the COVID hygiene regulations and not 

necessarily the pub’s choice. As before, if you book a table and then find 
you cannot go, please let the pub know, It’s only fair to both the pub and 

your fellow drinkers who could take your place.
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Pubs Code update

STAR PUBS AND BARS 

Having completed her investigation, the Pubs Code 
Adjudicator, Fiona Dickie, found that there were twelve 

instances where Star, the pub operating arm of Heineken UK, 
had ‘frustrated the principles of the Pubs Code’.  They had 
forced pubs that were seeking to go free of tie to sell 
unreasonable quantities of Heineken supplied beer and 
cider.  Star were fined £2 million.  That may not sound a lot 
for a company of their size but here it is the principle that is 
important. 
  CAMRA’s National Chairman, Nik Antona, commented, 
“This is a good and deserved outcome for Star tenants and 
a landmark moment for the Pubs Code Adjudicator.  We are 
glad that the PCA has used their financial penalty powers for 
the first time.  We hope this will send a clear message to 
regulated pub companies that they cannot get away with 
breaching the Code.  In this case, the PCA found repeated 
breaches of the Code in multiple areas.  We want to see 
further investigations from the PCA to make sure that other 
regulated pub companies are complying.  The pub sector as 
we know it is currently under threat due to the ongoing 
Coronavirus crisis, and lack of proper financial support from 
central Government.  Pub companies need to be supporting 
their tied tenants through this, and at a very minimum this 
should mean fulfilling their basic obligations under the Code.  
As we see further local lockdowns and forced closure 
periods, we are again calling on pub companies to do the 
right thing and cancel rent for publicans that are unable to 
trade.  We are also looking forward to the publication of the 
Pubs Code Review, which we hope will expand the 
enforcement options available to the PCA so that they can 
act more quickly and decisively to clamp down on abuse of 
the Code in future.” 
  All of the pub owning businesses (POBs) that are subject 
to the code (Admiral Taverns, Ei Group/Stonegate, Greene 
King, Marston’s, Punch Pubs and Star) are obliged to appoint 
a code compliance officer whose job is to verify that their 
employer is keeping to the code.  The PCA took exception 
to the job description for Star’s compliance officer specifying 
that he/she should ‘ensure the Code is interpreted to the 
commercial benefit of Heineken UK’.   
 

PUBS CODE REVIEW 

As mentioned above, at long last the results of the review 
of the operation of the Pubs Code have been released.  

Paul Scully, the Minister for Small Business, Consumers and 
Labour Markets at the Department for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy, will be conducting a consultation 
exercise.  CAMRA’s view, again as expressed by Nik Antona, 
was, “While it is good to hear that the Government has 
published the Pubs Code Review and agree with our 
assessment that the Code is not working as it should, the 
proposed course of action falls far short of the changes 
needed to deliver on the principles of ‘no worse off’ and ‘fair 
and lawful dealing’ enshrined in the Code.  The review stops 
short of making more enforcement powers available to the 
Pubs Code Adjudicator and doesn’t recommend the 
comprehensive changes needed to address operational 

issues that have arisen since the Code came into force, or to 
require pub companies to publish information about rents 
and tied prices in the interests of transparency.   We look 
forward to working with the Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy, and to furthering a case for the 
positive changes to the Code that are being considered as 
a result of the review.  CAMRA will continue to fight for 
proper reform of the Pubs Code and for the rights of tied 
tenants across the UK.  At a time when the outlook is grim 
for many pubs and brewers, it’s vital that tenants are 
supported, rather than subjected to unfair or potentially 
unlawful treatment.  We will also be writing to the six 
regulated pub companies to ask them to confirm what rent 
support they will provide to both tied and free of tie tenants 
in England during the second lockdown period and call on 
other smaller pub companies and brewers across England to 
do the same.“ 
 

LOCKDOWN 

In the meantime, the PCA has allowed the six regulated 
POBs to miss deadlines under the code during the second 

lockdown period, 5 November to 2 December.  Pub tenants 
rights are however preserved during this period.  This is 
similar to what happened during the first lockdown, although 
this time it is only pubs in England that are in lockdown for 
most of this period, with pubs in Wales having come out of 
their ‘firebreak’ on 9 November.

Please: don’t go to the pub if you, 
or someone in your household 

or ‘support bubble’,  
has symptoms of COVID-19. 

Stay at home and follow  
NHS advice.



WHAT IS WHATPUB? 
WhatPub? is CAMRA’s on-line pub database.   It is available for all to use, not just CAMRA members; just go to 
https://whatpub.com/.  It features some 38,000 pubs which currently serve real ale plus records of non-real ale and closed 
pubs.  All of the information has been compiled by CAMRA members and no fee is charged – or sought – for inclusion.  You 
will find opening times, descriptions, facilities, maps and of course details of the real ale and cider on offer. You can search 
by specific pub name or general location.  It is also possible for all users, again not just CAMRA members, to submit updates 
for entries (factual ones, not contentious customer reviews, please!). 
  WhatPub is, incidentally, not to be confused with the Good Beer Guide ‘app’.  Good Beer Guide pubs are, of course, 
included but you cannot simply search for GBG pubs in a particular area. 
NB WhatPub has been temporarily updated to include an ‘additional services’ filter to help you find pubs offering take-
outs and/or deliveries during this time. 
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WhatPub? Update publishes news items collated by 
Greater London branches, often from information 

supplied through the ‘Submit Update’ button on WhatPub.  
We aim to report all openings and closures of places that 
satisfy the CAMRA definition of a pub (including those selling 
draught but not real ale); all pubs that add or remove real 
ale; and changes of name, ownership or beer policy.  
Readers are encouraged to visit WhatPub? for pub details, 
and to ‘Submit Update’ when they find incomplete or out-
of-date information. 
 

NEW & REOPENED PUBS & CLUBS 
CONVERTED TO REAL ALE 

 
INNER LONDON 

E4, WINE FACTOR , 75 Station Rd. Wine bar with craft beer 
in back of off licence. 
E10, GRAVITY WELL TAPROOM , Arch 155 Midland Rd. 
Relocated taproom of Gravity Well brewery. Aims to cover a 
broad range of the craft beer spectrum while maintaining the 
focus on their signature hazy, juicy pales and IPAs. 
E14, TOMMY FLOWERS PUB , 50 Aberfeldy St. Community 
owned pub opened summer 2018, named after Tommy 
Flowers (1905-1998) born a short walk away at 160 Abbott 
Rd, Poplar. He first worked as an engineer with the Post 
Office, then went on to design Colossus, ‘the world’s first 
programmable electronic computer’. The building operates 
as a community space on Mon-Wed. Beer is 
Guinness/Carlsberg. 
E16, BECKTON ARMS, 1 Beckton Rd. Reopened. No real 
ale. 
N1, KINGS (Ei Group), 59 Essex Rd. Reopened. 
NW1, ALBERT, 11 Princess Rd. Having closed in September 
2016, reopened officially by Andrew Marr  in October.  Real 
ales on reopening:- Dark Star Hophead; Fuller’s London 
Pride and Thornbridge Jaipur IPA 
SE7, WHITE HORSE, 704 Woolwich Rd. Reopened and in 
business. New front fascia signage says Bar & Bistro. No real 
ale. 
SW8, QUEENS ARMS, 139 St Philip St. A wedge-shaped 
corner pub, reopened in September 2020 after three years 
of closure. Sharp’s Doom Bar on handpump. 
 

OUTER LONDON 
BEXLEY, NEXT DOOR, 3 Mill Row. Under one of the railway 

arches, this establishment opened in September, serving four 
local real ales direct by gravity from cask and by handpump.  
Also bottled beers, gin, other spirits, prosecco, tea and 
coffee.  It’s very much in the style of a micropub, though it 
doesn’t promote itself as such.  NHS QR code and 
temperature check on entry.  10% discount on real ale to 
card-carrying CAMRA members.  Was OMG and CAFE 
TRAX. 
NEW MALDEN, BAR MALDEN (Marston’s), 1-3 St George’s 
Sq. Reopened. 
TEDDINGTON, CLOCK HOUSE (Ei Group), 69 High St.  
Reopened under new management in October.  The pub is 
in the process of redecorating and will also be changing its 
name in the New Year.  Was KINGS ARMS. 
WELLING, HANGAR, 35 Bellegrove Rd. This is the sister 
micropub to the one of the same name at the Oval in Sidcup, 
and was formally opened by the Mayor of Bexley on 26 
October.  Four changing real ales on gravity from the likes 
of Mad Squirrel, No Frills and Twisted Oak, plus real cider 
(also wines, gins and cocktails).  The decor is dark with 
traditional bench seating arranged in booths, plus a low 
seating area at the rear.  There is currently no outside 
seating.  During the Covid restrictions reservations are 
recommended at busy times via their website.  Payment is 
by card or cash.  Strictly over 21 at all times.  
WEMBLEY, WHITE HORSE (Fuller’s), 4 Wembley Park 
Boulevard. New bar on the ground and mezzanine level of 
residential development opposite the Wembley Arena. 
When opened on 2 October real ale was unavailable ‘due to 
technical problems.’ 
 

PUBS & CLUBS CLOSED, CONVERTED, 
OR CEASED SELLING REAL ALE 

 
INNER LONDON 

EC1, ARTISAN (OF CLERKENWELL) (Greene 
King/Metropolitan). Closed, unlikely to reopen under Greene 
King management. Was PRIORY. 
EC1, BARSMITH (Marylebone Leisure Group). Closed for 
refurbishment in December 2019; still a building site 
October. Was LONGROOM and the GATE. 
EC4, UNION (Union Bar & Grill Ltd) Reported not reopening. 
E1, DEAN SWIFT (Wellington). Closed. Planning permission 
to redevelop site retaining pub was refused March 2020. 
However in September the pub was a building site. 



E1, MECHANIC BREWING COMPANY TAPROOM. 
Brewery closed 3 November; looking to relocate in 2021. 
E4, MO-BO’S. Now Japanese restaurant. Was LOCO 
LOUNGE, MCQUEENS, LUSH and GIO’S 
E10, GRAVITY WELL TAPROOM. Closed. Brewery taproom 
relocated to another nearby railway arch (see openings 
above). 
E15, BRITANNIA. Closed November 2019 due to identified 
structural problems. Planning permission refused July 2020 
to demolish pub and develop the site retaining a pub. 
N1, CHAPEL BAR (Star). Now an event space. Was QUEENS 
ARMS. 
N1, CRAFT BEER CO. ISLINGTON (Craft Beer Co). Not 
reopening under current management. Was LORD 
WOLSELEY. 
N1, TAPROOM. Imaginatively renamed 163 UPPER STREET 
under The Wine Cellar of Highgate management. Eight 
beers on tap promised but no real ale. 
N4, OLD DAIRY (Greene King /Metropolitan). Closed, 
unlikely to reopen under Greene King management. 
N4, ZELMAN DRINKS (Ei Group). Closed and boarded, 
lease available from the Arches Company. Was SILVER 
BULLET, MULDOONS and GASLIGHT. 
N6, DUKE’S HEAD. Closed, lease on the market. 
SE10, ROYAL STANDARD. Reported as closed before 
Covid-19 lockdown. 
SE13, DIRTY SOUTH (Wellington). Closed, reason not 
ascertained. At October 2020 all doors and windows 
covered with metal sheeting and website not accessible. Was 
HOG’S HEAD and ROSE OF LEE. 
SE18, KINGS ARMS. Already reported closed, now 
demolished. 
SE22, ANETO. Reported closed on 30 July after seven years 
of business. 
SW1, LORD MOON OF THE MALL (Wetherspoon), 18 
Whitehall, SW1A 2DY. Having closed in March, the 
Wetherspoon lease expired in April. Temporarily reopened 
by freeholder McMullens rather cheekily as SPOONS 
UNDER THE WATER. The pop-up pub while building work 
is completed sells no real ale but keg beers from McMullen’s 
Riverview brewery: SIPA, Pilsner and IPA. In addition 
Guinness and Birra Morretti were also available. Cash 
accepted. Bring your own food. 
SW3, SURPRISE (Young/Geronimo), 6 Christchurch Terr. 
Closed since September, lease on the market. 
SW6, PILANGO CIDER, Railway Arch 10, Munster Rd. Sadly 
now closed. 
SW16, ROYAL BRITISH LEGION CLUB NORBURY. 
Reported permanently closed. 
W1, BARLEY MOW (Greene King). Closed for building work. 
No longer to be operated by Greene King. 
W1, COACH & HORSES (Shepherd Neame), 2 Old 
Compton St. Closed and lease for sale. Was COMPTON 
CROSS and MOLLY MOGGS. 
W6, OLD SUFFOLK PUNCH (Maverick Pubs). Closed since 
March. Freehold reported sold subject to contract. Was 
GOLDEN GLOVES and the RIFLE 
W12, QUEEN ADELAIDE (Greene King/Metropolitan). 
Closed, not going to reopen under Greene King 
management.

W13, CASTLEBAR (Ei Group). Refurbished in 2020, 
handpump removed/ Originally COACH & HORSES. 
WC2, BELGO HOLBORN (Casual Dining). Reported not to 
be reopening following the operator going into 
administration. 
WC2, CHESHIRE CHEESE (Shepherd Neame), 5 Little Essex 
St. The pub has not reopened and the lease of this site is 
now for sale. 
 

OUTER LONDON 
CROYDON, ALMA TAVERN (Star). Reported permanently 
closed. 
KINGSTON, FIGHTING COCKS. No real ale. 
KINGSTON, WOODY`S. No real ale. 
SOUTHALL, SOUTHALL CONSERVATIVE & UNIONIST 
CLUB (ACC). Closed and for sale. 
SUTTON, COCK & BULL (Fuller’s). Closed; it is understood 
Fuller’s will sell this pub. 
 

OTHER CHANGES 
 

INNER LONDON 
E1, MOMENTO LOUNGE BAR. Renamed EDGE. 
N1, HANBURY ARMS (LHR Pubs). Now under True Pub Co 
ownership. 
N3, ANNIE TWOMEY’S. Renamed ANNIES on reopening 
following major rebuilding of the pub. Was INKIES, GERTIE 
BROWNES, WINTERS, OLIVERS, and CLANCYS . 
NW5, NEVER FOR EVER (Urban Leisure). The ‘home brews’ 
advertised in the original announcement refer to the lager 
brewed by Fourpure that is available throughout the chain. 
NW10, FLYNNS. Reopened in September under a new 
name BAR 117 and new management and refurbishment. 
SE18, ALBION (Lakeview Estates). Renamed LE WOURI. No 
real ale. 
SW18, BLOODY BENS. Renamed CICCHINA & WINE, a 
wine bar with no draught beer. Was BEN’s CANTEEN and 
WILLIE GUNN. 
W6, ROOK’S NEST (Laine Pub Company). Renamed 
PRINCE OF WALES TOWNHOUSE following refurbishment 
and reopening. Now connected to Big Smoke Brewery. Up 
to seven real ales available (several from Big Smoke as well 
as local breweries such as Park) plus 20+ keg beers and 3 
ciders. The chain has a buy 9 pints, get the 10th free loyalty 
card scheme. 
WC1, BLOOMSBURY KITCHEN & BAR (Thistle).  Renamed 
THISTLE BLOOMSBURY PARK. 
WC1, DOUBLETREE BY HILTON HOTEL LONDON - WEST 
END (Hilton), 92 Southampton Row. Renamed. Following a 
refurbishment the bar has been renamed BAR 92. 
WC1, HERMES LOUNGE BAR (Grange Hotels), Jurys Inn 
London Holborn, 50-60 Southampton Row,. Renamed NYX 
BY LEONARDO HOTELS. 
W13, STAR & ANCHOR (Star). Renamed STAR & 
SCORPION following major refurbishment and refocusing 
under the management of the Persian Palace restaurant 
opposite. St Austell Proper Job was available on reopening.
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Book reviews

BEER BY DESIGN 

Subtitled The Art of Good Beer 
Branding, Pete Brown’s latest book 

takes a new look at the artwork, design 
and labelling of beer.  The choice on 
the bar of any decent pub, or the 
shelves of a good bottle shop, can be 
overwhelming.  The design of a pump 
clip, bottle or can needs to be noticed 
and suggest to the discerning customer 
that here is a beer they will enjoy.  With 
an expert’s eye on how beer companies 
big and small have tapped into the 
consumer psyche, this is an illustrated 
guide to the quirky, risky and familiar 
brands that have captivated us over the 
years.  The book also covers the history 
of beer design, labelling and packaging 
from the passing of the Trademark 
Registration Act in 1875 and Bass 
registering the first trademark, to the 
present day.  Pete is currently the chair 
of the British Guild of Beer Writers.  The 
book was due to be published on 20 
November.  It is available on-line from 
the CAMRA shop at £15.99 plus 
postage.  It is in paperback format (224 
pages). ISBN-13978-1-85249-368-4. 
 

MODERN BRITISH CIDER  

Written by Gabe Cook, dubbed the 
Ciderologist, this book takes a 

look at the long heritage of cider in the 
UK and celebrates both its diversity and 
innovation.  It also examines the 
challenges it faces in today’s market.  
The author comments, “There has 
never been a better time than now for 
a book of this nature.  Cider and perry 
have a long a rich tradition across rural 
UK and it’s time to highlight its modern 
evolution.”  The book will include a 
description of the processes involved in 
making cider and how a huge diversity 
of styles is made possible by using 
different apple varieties, processes and 
yeast selection.  There will also be 
advice on how to run a cider festival as 
well as some ideas for running cider 
competitions. 
  Publication will not be until next 
year but it will be possible to 
pre-order the book in due course.  
Modern British Cider will have 
approximately 256 pages and will be 
27 X 17 cm in size. 
  CAMRA Books is CAMRA’s 
publishing arm and has a strong 
reputation for producing specialist 
books about beer, pubs and brewing, 
as well as various heritage and walking 

guides and, of course, the Good Beer 
Guide.  In a new initiative intended to 
secure the production of such 
publications at a difficult time, CAMRA 
Books used crowdfunding to finance 
the production of Modern British Cider.  
The offer, made through Kickstarter, 
ended in early November and, happily, 
was a success.   
  When the crowdfunding was 
launched, CAMRA Books explained, 
“This is a unique opportunity for 
CAMRA books to gauge interest prior 
to a book’s publication which can, in 
turn, allow us to offer a far wider 
selection of books in the future and 
potentially increase our publishing 
portfolio.  It’s a low-risk option for 
readers as well; if the project goes 
ahead they get some great perks 
included in the price of the title, and if 
for any reason we are unable to fund 
the project, all pre-orders will be 
returned to the investors.”   
 

UNUSUAL PUBS, AMAZING 
STORIES 

If they could talk, what stories would 
pubs tell about themselves?  This is 

the question that Bob Barton, a 
CAMRA member from West Middlesex, 
sets out to answer in his latest book.  
This is a pub guide with a difference.  It 
features 120 hostelries in all parts of 
Britain which are worth a visit.  There is 
an eclectic variety of tales, ranging from 
John Lennon’s student local to an inn 
where Henry VIII courted, one where 
Navy press gangs were outsmarted to 
another where a Russian czar 
breakfasted on quarts of brandy.  Full 
information on the pubs is provided, 
including contact details, nearby 
attractions and examples of ales 
sampled.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  As the author says, researching this 
book provided him with “…the perfect 
excuse to travel around the country 
drinking real ale in remarkable 
establishments.”  The result  

is, in many ways, a love letter to the 
British boozer.  Bob adds, “I love them 
as if they were something alive: 
capricious, protective, humorous, and 
surprising.  Let’s use and savour them 
or risk losing them.”  There are 22 
pages on London pubs, ranging from 
the Olde Mitre in Barnet to the Town of 
Ramsgate in Wapping and including 
one of the quirkier entries, the annual 
Jack-in-the-Green parade from the Dog 
& Bell in Deptford.   Bob also 
reminisces about his early pub going in 
(now vanished) hostelries such as the 
Blue Posts in Tottenham Court Road.  
The book would be an ideal Christmas 
present for any pub enthusiast and 
could be the inspiration for a few 
expeditions, once we are allowed back 
into pubs. 
  The book has 144 pages (hardback) 
and is fully illustrated with many of the 
author’s own photos.  It is published by 
Halsgrove at £16.99 and is available 
from Waterstones and other good 
booksellers.   
ISBN 978 0 85704 347 4 
 

DON’T FORGET… 

The Good Beer Guide 2021 was 
published on 29 October and is 

available at https://shop1.camra.org.uk 
/product/the-good-beer-guide-2021. 
   The GBG ‘app’ is also available on 
both iOS and Android devices at 
https://gbgapp.camra.org.uk.  It covers 
all of the pubs listed in the printed 
edition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Oxford English 
Dictionary defines 

real ale as  
“Cask-conditioned 
beer that is served  

traditionally, without 
additional gas 

pressure”



Well, here we are again then.  Funny old world isn’t it?  
Last time I was writing about lockdown season being 

over and now, a couple of days ago (as I type this) it’s all back 
on again.  Still, by the time you read this it might be over 
again – and we have got Christmas to look forward to.  I 
wonder if it will be legal to visit any of my family this year. 
  Ah well, so much for levity; let’s have some number 
puzzles: 
1. 5 T on a HF 
2. 4 LS by RS 
3. 16 FOGPW of SM 
4. 15 M in the SNRC 
5. 163 F of the BK in D 
6. 4 L of the T in a SR 
7. 8 TF on an O 
8. 4 F in a B 
9. 168 PNUOT 
10. 169 S in the LDCG 
  After the undoubted popularity of last time’s 5BY4 (not a 
single complaint!), I thought I would expand to another part 
of the natural world with Avian Taxonomy (posh names for 
birds, if you prefer).  With so many to choose from, I 
eventually decided to include only birds that I have seen this 
year, either from my home or during walks through Bushy 
Park, which is just round the corner and which helped to 
keep me sane through lockdown.  So here they are.  Can you 
match them up?  Do you care? 
1. Wren                           A.        Fulica atra 
2. Coot                            B.        Apus apus 
3. Black-Headed Gull      C.        Ardea cinerea 
4. Kestrel                         D.        Turdus viscivorus 
5. Jackdaw                      E.        Falco tinnunculus 
6. Swift                            F.         Cygnus olor 
7. Mallard                        G.        Troglodytes troglodytes 
8. Mute Swan                  H.        Corvus monedula 
9. Grey Heron                 I.          Larus ridibundus 
10. Mistle Thrush              J.         Anas platyrhyncos 
  And so we draw the year to a close with some more trivial 
knowledge.  As in previous years, I have included some 
related to events that occurred over the festive season, until 
I ran out.  I hope you find them interesting. 
1. In what year did the Queen make her first televised 

Christmas message to the Commonwealth? 
2. Which former President of the USA died on 26 

December 1972, at the age of 88? 
3. Samuel Pepys began his famous diary on 1 January, but 

in what year? 
4. In what year did the Manchester Ship Canal first open to 

traffic on 1 January.  Its official opening was performed 
by Queen Victoria on 21 May in the same year. 

5. By contrast, on 2 January 1839, Louis Daguerre took the 
world’s first photograph of what object? 

6. Who was the first Roman Catholic to become President 
of the USA? 

7. And, who was the first Roman Catholic to become Vice 
President of the USA? 

8. Which month is the longest in the year? 
9. We all know (Idle Moments, December 2016) that the 

tallest free-standing structure in the UK is Emley Moor 
transmitting Station.  But where is the tallest structure in 
the UK – a cable stayed tower which, at 365 metres, is 
about 35 metres taller than Emley Moor? 

10. The arena for what sport contains features called dedans, 
tambour and penthouses? 

  Well that’s one year I shall be glad to see the back of, 
though why a new calendar on the wall should carry any 
guarantee that things will suddenly improve currently eludes 
me.  Still, you have to laugh, don’t you?  (Don’t answer that!) 
  I really do wish you all a happy Christmas and an excellent 
New Year. 
Andy Pirson 
 
THE ANSWERS 
As usual, here are the solutions to the puzzles set in the 
October/November Idle Moments column. 
 
Number puzzles: 
1. 6 Platforms at Euston Mainline Station 
2. 744 Hours in October 
3. 14 Lines in a Sonnet 
4. 1997 Last Voyage of SS Canberra 
5. 12 Dozen in a Gross 
6. 640 Acres in a Square Mile 
7. 1668 Degrees Celsius is the Melting Point of Titanium 
8. 142 Million Miles Between the Sun and Mars 
9. 7 for the Seven Stars in the Sky 
10. 600 Test Wickets of James Anderson (on August Twenty-

Fifth) 
 
5BY4: (Posh names for trees) 
1. Common Holly – Ilex Aquifolium 
2. Walnut – Juglans Regia 
3. Horse Chestnut – Aesculus Hippocastranum 
4. London Plane – Pltanus x Hispanica 
5. Common Hawthorn – Crataegus Monogyna 
6. Sycamore – Acer Pseudoplatanus 
7. English Elm – Ulmus Minor (var. Vulgaris) 
8. English Oak – Quercus Robur 
9. Hornbeam – Carpinus Betulus 
10. Common Ash – Fraxinus Excelsior 
 
General Knowledge: 
1. The organisation which held its inaugural General 

Assembly in Geneva on the 15 November 1920 was the 
League of Nations. 

2. Florence Nightingale was born on the 12 May 1820.  Her 
place of birth was Florence, Tuscany. 

3. Agatha Christie’s first novel, published in October 1920 
(in the US, the next year in the UK), was the Mysterious 
Affair at Styles. 

4. The Declaration of Arbroath, a letter from Scottish earls 
and barons to Pope John XXII asking for his recognition 
of Scotland as an independent nation, was sent in 1320. 

5. The ship which was launched at Greenwich on the 11 
May 1820, and that made a global circumnavigation in 
1831 to 36, was HMS Beagle. 
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6. The first roller coaster in the UK, the ‘Scenic Railway’, 
opened on 3 July 1920 – in Margate (Dreamland). 

7. The Treaty of Troys (whereby it was agreed that Henry V 
would inherit the throne of France when the current 
incumbent, Charles VI, died) was signed in 1420. 

8. The notorious Scotsman, born in Rome on the 31 
December 1720, was (in full) Charles Edward Louis John 
Casimir Sylvester Severino Maria Stuart. 

9. The character, created by artist Mary Tourtel, who first 
appeared in the Daily Express on the 8 November 1920 
was Rupert Bear. 

10. The by-election where eighteen year olds were allowed 
to vote for the first time (on 13 March 1970) was at 
Bridgwater, Somerset. 

  Once again, I gratefully acknowledge the web site 
abitaboutbritain.com for the above information.
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Letters

All readers – not just CAMRA 
members – are invited to submit 

letters for publication to London 
Drinker but please remember that 
the letters column is intended for 
debate and constructive criticism.  
The editor reserves the right not to 
print any contributions that are 
otherwise.  Please e-mail letters to: 
ldnews.hedger@gmail.com.  If you 
do not have e-mail, hard-copy 
letters may be sent to the same 
address given for subscriptions on 
page 3, addressed to London 
Drinker Letters.  In both cases, 
please state ‘letter for publication’ 
so as to avoid any misunder-
standings. 

 
CASK ALE EXTINCTION? 

In view of the pandemic and thereby 
the self-isolation of consumers, I can 

quite understand pubs limiting the 
number of cask ales on offer in order to 
save on wastage in the likelihood of 
reduced sales.  However, the added 
limitation of consumer choice brought 
about by the tied house system and 
other purchasing restrictions imposed by 
pub owning businesses (POBs) is surely 
further compounding reduced sales and 
turning drinkers away from cask ales.  
And this at a time when surely pubs 
should be trying to tempt customers 
back to the pub (and away from cheap 
home consumption of beer) by 
marketing the pubs’ unique product, 
cask ale, which cannot be purchased in 
supermarkets? 
  Add to this trading conundrum the 
serving of cask ale in pubs at the 
incorrect temperature (as so sadly 
frequently happens to this writer!) then 
the propensity for the entire 
disappearance of cask ale from the pub 
as a result of poor sales becomes a 
grave concern. 
  POBs should wake up to the above 

conundrum (if they wish their pubs to 
continue trading in the current 
environment?) and cease their continued 
purchasing restrictions by permitting 
publicans to purchase cask ales (on the 
already limited number of cask ale lines) 
according to the choice and taste of 
their local customers, and not be 
dictated by corporate homogenisation 
banning purchases from reliable and 
popular smaller breweries and micro-
breweries. 
  Furthermore purchasing and delivery 
direct from the breweries instead of via 
beer agencies reduces (i) the cost, (ii) the 
danger of inconvenient delivery times to 
the pub and (iii) the risk of delivery of 
cask ale not rotated by ‘best by’ date 
order. 
  Is cask ale on the verge of extinction 
in view of the lack of foresight of POBs? 
Tony Bell 
 
KEEPING THINGS IN PERSPECTIVE 

A dozen years ago the world’s 
economy blew up.  2008 was a 

standard issue banking crisis requiring 
the standard issue response of 
borrowing against the future to get us 
through the present.  Then the whole 
human species was struck by a global 
health threat.  Borrowing against the 
future became even more urgent or we 
wouldn’t have one.  And the present was 
one where economically productive 
work encouraged the spread of the 
virus, so had to be shut down, at least to 
the extent that still meant we didn’t all 
die of starvation.  London’s lockdown 
priorities revealed that our city’s 
economy no longer had any 
manufacturing to worry about.  Gone are 
the tiny factories in residential streets, 
such as made printing machinery in 
Walthamstow or Z beds in Bethnal 
Green.  Gone are landmarks like 
Crittall’s, Gestetner and Roneo Corners.  
Your car no longer has gaskets made by 

Klingers in Sidcup or floor mats made by 
Cannon Rubber in Tottenham.  Our city 
is now entirely given over to service 
industries such as food, drink, musicals, 
football and ‘Global Finance’.  And what 
lesson has this historic catastrophe for 
the whole human race taught me?  That 
table service in pubs makes it more 
difficult to challenge short measure.  The 
masked waitress is gone before you can 
complain, but is back urging another on 
you before you’ve finished.  I do hope 
you think I’m keeping things in 
proportion. 
Nik Wood 
 

PUB HOSPITALITY IN 
DESPERATE TIMES 

During the tough times of early 
lockdown, there were a few saviours.  

Not Joe Wicks, or the lack of commuting 
on a South Western Railways train, but 
rather the pub and beer industry making 
do, and offering what service they could.  
I had a selection box from Black Sheep 
delivered (disclosure, I’m a shareholder, 
and from ‘The North’ originally) which 
went down a treat, but a special shout 
out to the pubs that offered a takeaway 
service.  I can still remember the first pint 
of real ale I had during lockdown from 
the Three Crowns in Stoke Newington, 
served in a four pint plastic milk carton!  
When going on walks in various London 
parks, I sought out pubs close by that 
were offering drinks to go, sometimes 
taking a rather unhealthy detour and 
incurring the wrath of my non-beer 
loving girlfriend.  However, there is a 
rather large flaw, as I found out after a 
ramble round Victoria Park.  I bought 
four pints of a locally brewed pale ale, 
drove home, and poured myself a glass 
on my terrace to enjoy in some evening 
sunshine.  The problem?  The beer was 
off!  £18 I shall never get back! 
Jack Richardson
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Failing our historic pubs

I’m well aware that our priority at present is to keep open 
the pubs that are open.  That said, let’s not forget those 

parts of our pub and brewery heritage which are under 
threat. 
  These thoughts were prompted by the announcement of 
the Victorian Society’s list of Ten Most Endangered Buildings 
for 2020.  There were two buildings within our area of 
interest and although neither of them are in London, I feel 
that they are worth drawing to readers’ attention.   
 

FORMER ANGLO-BAVARIAN BREWERY, 
SHEPTON MALLET, SOMERSET 

This Grade II*-listed building, dating from 1864, may have 
been Britain’s first lager brewery, although originally it 

brewed beer for export.  It is one of many large brewery 
buildings that were built following the 1830 Beerhouse Act, 
which liberalised the brewing and sale of beer.  Brewing 
ended in 1939 and the site became a trading estate, 
although only a small area is currently in use.  The remaining 
part is in a very poor condition and is on Historic England’s 
Heritage at Risk register.  Historic England are hoping to 
work with the owners to avoid the site deteriorating beyond 
the point of repair. 
List Entry Number: 1296561 

THE CAPTAIN COOK PUB, MIDDLESBROUGH 
NORTH YORKSHIRE 

This Grade II-listed building, dating from 1893, is, as a 
plaque on its wall explains, named after the famous 

explorer Captain Cook, who was born in nearby Marton.  The 
Jacobean style building also features the blackbird motif of 
the local Vaux Brewery, from Sunderland.  It was once 
featured in the comedy-drama Auf Wiedersehen, Pet but has 
now stood empty and boarded up for ten years.  It is, 
predictably, in a poor state of repair although some 
decorative features are still in place. 
List Entry Number: 1136730 
 
  If you want to find out more, use the list entry number to 
see the full entry on the Historic England website 
https://historicengland.org.uk/.  You can also see photos of 
this pair of magnificent buildings.  The Captain Cook is also 
on WhatPub https://whatpub.com/pubs/CLV/12-
0219/captain-cook-middlesbrough. 
  As before, I have to ask how our planning system can allow 
this to happen.  There are sixteen pubs in London that are 
on the Heritage at Risk register and I will report on these in 
the next edition. 
Tony Hedger

News extra
As usual, here are the ‘almost too late’ bits. 
 
Insurance case (see page 16): there has been an appeal and, 
through some procedure which I have to admit I don’t 
understand, it has bypassed the Court of Appeal and, on 16 
November, went straight to the Supreme Count. 
 
Revolution Bars (see page 30): the CVA, which needed at 
least 75% of the creditors to vote for it, was accepted on an 
88% vote.  It is still open to legal challenge for 28 days. 
 
Mitchells & Butlers: best known (in the press anyway) for 
their Harvester, Toby Carvery, O’Neill’s and All Bar One 
chains, M&B have announced the closure of 20 of their 1,700 
pubs.  There will be redundancies, although no numbers 
were quoted.  The company says that it will look to redeploy 
staff where possible.  An M&B spokeswoman, as quoted on 
the This Is Money website, said, “As announced in 
September, M&B reopened the vast majority of its estate, 
approximately 95 per cent, after the first lockdown ended.  
The remaining sites have been under review on a case-by-
case basis since, taking into account factors such as expected 
footfall and business layout.  We have taken the difficult 
decision not to reopen some of these sites and are working 
with leaseholders on next steps.”  Chief Executive Phil Urban 
said, “We believe we are well placed … to keep Mitchells & 
Butlers at the forefront of the eating and drinking-out 
market.”  That suggests to me that wet-led pubs are the 
most likely to be closed. 
 
10pm Curfew challenge: frustrated at not being given any 
proof as to the effectiveness of the 10pm curfew, the 

nightclub chain G-A-Y sought a judicial review.  Their Chief 
Executive, Jeremy Joseph, told the Morning Advertiser, “It 
does the opposite of protecting people by pushing them 
onto the street at the same time.  They are going from being 
safe inside venues with staggered closing times to unsafe on 
overcrowded streets and overloaded public transport”.  The 
action was supported by the Night-Time Industries 
Association.  Unfortunately, the application was refused but 
they are not giving up. 
 
Congratulations: the Saffron Walden Community Pub Ltd 
(SWCP) has completed the purchase of the Railway Arms, 
one of the Essex town’s best known pubs.  This former Good 
Beer Guide entry was closed by Charles Wells (as they were 
then) in 2017.  It was listed as an Asset of Community Value 
the following year and when Wells put the pub on the 
market, SWCP launched a share purchase scheme which has 
proved successful.  SWCP plan to extend the use of the pub 
as a base for a number of other community facilities.  The 
only disappointing aspect is that the railway and the station 
closed in 1964.  The nearest station is now Audley End, two 
miles away. 
 
Last word: this goes to BrewDog.  They are re-releasing their 
limited edition Barnard Castle Eye Test (a New England IPA 
at 5% ABV), brewed originally in May, with a new name, 
‘Cummings and Goings’.  Proceeds will, as before, go 
towards the cost of producing their hand sanitiser, which they 
supply free to the NHS, and towards health care charities. 
Compiled by Tony Hedger
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Crossword

Compiled by DAVE QUINTON 
£20 prize to be won 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Name .................................................................................................... 

Address ................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................. 
All correct entries received by first post on 20 January will be entered 
into a draw for the prize. 
 
The prize winner will be announced in the April/May London Drinker. 
The solution will be given in the February/March edition.  
For preference, entries should be submitted to: 
London Drinker Crossword, 25 Valens House,  
Upper Tulse Hill, London SW2 2RX, 
but in the current circumstances, we will accept entries in any format 
that you can manage. 
 
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER’S SOLUTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Across 
1. Boy embraces girl being beaten. [6] 
4. First solemn promise may do harm. [5] 
8. It’s right to talk about making a plan. [5] 
9. Greed of woman with food. [7] 
10. Showed contempt for Southern beef, perhaps. [7] 
11. Duck left after meal. [4] 
12. Old agreement found in a short time. [3] 
14. Man I will shortly be hearing. [4] 
15. Intoned correct form of worship [4] 
18. Drops when tied back. [3] 
21. Sadly book has final part missing. [4] 
23. Inspire a friend from Belfast. [7] 
25. Suspicion the Queen’s involved in a row. [7] 
26. Turner’s state of agitation unending. [5] 
27. Spread of the Lutheran church. [5] 
28. Heroin taken from depository is missing. [6] 
 
Down 
1. Place and time for unwelcome visitor. [6] 
2. Group extremely abandoned in performances. [7] 
3. Former partner cared for longer. [8] 
4. Box of chef’s parsnips. [4] 
5. The chap’s right off fruit. [5] 
6. Lives with daughter above Somerset town. [6] 
7. Bent head before controversial royal and bowed. [5] 
13. Objects the French put under lorry. [8] 
16. What it does may be harrowing. [7] 
17. One who takes care of old gold. [6] 
19. I leave restaurant worker a drink. [5] 
20. It produces wind from behind but you get speed without 

it. [6] 
22. Cover for a stage, maybe. [5] 
24. Party remains after initial break-up. [4] 
 
Winner of the prize for the August Crossword:  
Stuart Guthrie, Streatham. 
 
Other correct entries were received from: 
Pat Andrews, L Bamford, Victoria Batley, Kelvin Brewster, 
Jeremy Brinkworth, Paul Curson, Peter Curson, Joe Daly, Joe 
and Lynne Ellis, Richard Garton, Nick Goodwin, Paul Gray, 
Caroline Guthrie, Gerry Guthrie, ‘Shropshire’ Dave Hardy, 
Richard Houghton, John Howarth, Carol Jenkins, Claire 
Jenkins, Eric Johnston, Mick Lancaster, Terry Lavell, Aidan 
Laverty, Marjorie Lopatis, Ken Mackenzie, Derek McDonnell, 
Rob Mills, Dave Murphy, Paul Nicholls, Mark Nichols , Gerald 
Notley, Michael Oliver, Stephen Pegum, Mark Pilkington, 
Andy Phillips, Robert Pleasants, Portrush Annie, Nigel Roe, C 
J Tansley, Bill Thackray, Mark Thompson, Cherie Tryfall, Andy 
Wakefield, Martin Weedon, Richard Whiting. 
  There were also four incorrect and one incomplete entries.
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Next year CAMRA celebrates its 50th anniversary.  In those years it has become one of the most successful consumer organisations 
in Europe.  We must not rest on our laurels however.  There is still a lot of work to do and new problems keep coming.  Above 

all, we are a campaign; we continue to protect and promote real ale and to protect the great British pub.  CAMRA is led by volunteers, 
right up to its National Executive.  The more of us doing the campaigning, the better.  Please think about joining CAMRA.   
  There are lots of ways that you can contribute.  Just using your local pubs regularly is important but there are other tasks such as 
lobbying MPs, surveying pubs, submitting beer scores or liaising with breweries.  Hopefully, soon we will be allowed to meet as 
groups again.  We will then return to listing local branch events in our diary section.  In normal times there are as many, if not more, 
social events as there are business meetings.  If you come along, you will not be jumped on to take a job of some sort, although if 
after a while you feel like doing so, more the better.  We appreciate that not everyone has time to give so there are no expectations.   
  More importantly, you will meet new friends.  CAMRA members are a wonderful mix of people of all ages, from all walks of life.  
  In due course, we will be able to start holding beer festivals again.  Most CAMRA beer festivals need new volunteers and there is 
a very wide range of jobs available.  There is a special sort of camaraderie among beer festival volunteers.  It’s hard work but there 
are many who, having tried it once, are hooked for life.   
  CAMRA also has an active Pub Heritage Group which records, celebrates and helps protect some of the nation’s most important 
community buildings. 
  CAMRA members can also enjoy a wealth of on-line information on our Learn & Discover platform, contributed by experts in their 
fields.  You can also listen in to our podcast, Pubs. Pints. People, all about the world of beer, cider and pubs. 
  In material terms, membership entitles you to: 
• Our monthly newspaper ‘What’s Brewing’ (normally sent on-line but available as paper copy) 
• Our quarterly magazine ‘Beer’ 
• Free or discounted entry to most CAMRA beer festivals, including the Great British Beer Festival 
• Discounts on CAMRA books 
• Discounts at some carefully selected holiday companies  
• £30 worth of vouchers (60 X 50p) for use in the pubs of those companies who are participating 
• Discounts at some pubs, at their discretion 
  Single membership, paid by Direct Debit, costs £26.50 and Joint membership (partner at same address) 
£31.50.  Add £2 if not paying by Direct Debit.  Some concessions are available.  These rates apply from 1 July 
2019.  You can find out more at https://join.camra.org.uk or search ‘join CAMRA’.

Why should I join CAMRA?

Advertising in London Drinker 

For obvious reasons, we cannot currently produce a printed version of London Drinker.  At present, we expect the 
December/January edition to be available on-line only as well.  If you would like to advertise in the on-line edition, 

please contact John Galpin, our Advertisements Manager, as below.   

We will return to producing the printed version as soon as we can.  Our advertising rates will then stay as follows:  
full page colour £345; full page black and white £275;  

half page colour £210;  half page black and white £155;  
quarter page colour £115 and quarter page black and white £90.   

Call John Galpin on 020 3287 2966; Mobile 07508 036835.   
Email: johngalpinmedia@gmail.com or Twitter@LDads. 

London Drinker is published bi-monthly.  The February/March edition will be available on-line from 27 January. 

If you wish to contact the editorial team, please use Ldnews.hedger@gmail.com rather than the address above.

Please note: any mention of beer takeaway and delivery services is simply a service to readers.  
It does not imply any recommendation and should you have any complaints, please take them up direct  

with the supplier concerned. London Drinker has no commercial connection with any of these companies.


